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The problem.. There has long been historical con-
troversy surroundIng political parties of the Jacksonian
period. This thesis focuses on Iowals political parties
in the legislative process to determine whether there is
ideological concensus or conflict on seleoted issues in
the period from 1838 to 1860.
Procedure.. Issues of political interest. were
selected: bankIng, slavery, the Mexioan wa.r, the Compro-
mise of 1850, the return of Jackson's fine and the dispute
in Kansas.. The thesis followed these issues through the
legislative sessions 1838-1860. A study of voting be-
havior on the issues was compiled as indices of consensus
Or conflict ..
Findinw.. The voting behavior indicated consld.erable
oonfllct in t=e areas of banking, the Mexican War, the
Compromise of 1850, the Kansas dispute and the return of
Jackson t s fine; however, in the area. of internal improve-
ments, the part.les found substantial common ground.
Conclusions. The voting record. on these issues
appear t.o show that in areas of emotional intensity, slavery,
the Mexican War, and banks, as well as in areas marked
specifically for party loyalty, such as there~urn of
Jackson's fine, party lines were clearly defined. Areas
less traumatized by party rhetoric have a concensu13 based
on sectional or county advantage. Overall parties do
appear to be ideologlcally based and in conflict.
Recommendations.. Additional study of political
parties·could be profItably taken on issues such as the
constitutional conventions, Indians, land policy, schools
and the Des Moines River Improvement Commission. Addi-
tional scalograms could be compiled in several of.these
areas. A follow up on election statistics and individual
members within party ranks would also be profitahle.
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PREFACE
The concept. of "Jacksonian Democracy-II remains for the
st.udent of American history a continui.ng puazLe, Most
Jacksonian scholars use the term to describe a political
movement during the period, 1815-1840.. It is generally
agreed that "Jacksonian Democracy" was a sprawling, diverse,
and many-sided movement.. But. agreement ends when discussions
of its nature, purposes, and objectives are raised.. Recent
political historians of the Jacksonian era have attempted to
solve the puzzle by analyzing the two-party system that
emerged during the period. Their speci.fic question has been
whether the struggle between Democrats and their opponents,
the Whigs, reflected an ideological cleavage between
II liberal II and I'conservativetl forces or simply a contest
between 'Ielectoral machines ll both of which shared an
ideological consensus.
One view that has long been held is the view that
there existed a distinct cleavage between Democrats and Whigs
along "liberal" versus IIconservativell lines. More recently,
it has been argued t.hat the political confrontation between
Democrats and Whigs amounted to nothing more than the nomin-
ation and election of rival candidates to office. According
to this view, ideology was not clearly defined by either of
the major parties; both were simply "electoral machines. 1t
A sectional interpret.ation of Jacksonian politics
vii
has found favor with a number of historians. Eastern,
Southern and Western interpretat.ions of the Jacksonian
struggles have all been voiced. The sectional explanation
of Jacksonian politics, however, has failed to provide a
satisfactory analysis ·of the sources and nature of party
identification in the second quarter of the 19th century.
In the past few years a new ge.nerat.ion of Jacksonian
scholars has sought to identify "confliot or consensus" in
the Jacksonian era by quantitative studies of politios at the
state level. Works that examine the votlng behavior of
Democrat and Whig legislators in vari.ous states during the
era and ones that analyze the voting behavior of state
representatives in the national congre.ss have both been done.
These works are instruotive and have prOVided insights for
the pre.sent study.
This paper will focus on Iowa as a test case in the
analysis of political behavior by the major parties in ter-
ritorial and early state history. Rather than dealing with
the generic, this stUdy will emphasize specific political
issues of the period for the purpose of identifying I1consen-
sus or conflict" between Democrats and Whigs in Iowa.
The specific political issues examined in this paper
will be: (1) the banking question; (2) looal issues con-
cerning Blacks in Iowa; (3) national issues concerning
Negroes and slavery; and (4) seleoted issues tha.t generated
intense partisanship, such as the question of Jaekson's fine,
viii
the Mexican War and the Compromise of 1850.. By determining
the degree of partisanShip and the cnaracteristicsof party
loyalty on these issu.es in the territorial and state legis-
latures in Iowa from 1838 to IS60, it is hoped our under-
standing of the nature of the two-party system during the
Jack.sonian era will be enhanced ..
The research for this paper has been conducted at the
Cowles Library at Drake University and at the State Depart-
ment of History and Archives in Des Moines, Iowa. Data on
voting behavi.or is derived from an examination of the legis-
lative journals of the territorial and state legislatures.
Chapt.er 1
THE BANKING ISSUE
From the time of its organization as a territory in
1838 until the a.doption of the Cons1dtution of 1857, Iowa
wa.s the battleground of intense political warfare over the
issue of banks and. banking. The banking quest.ion had pro-
voked a national politic's.l debate between Jaoksonian
Democrats and National Republicans after President Jackson
vetoed the bill to recharter the Second Bank of the United
States in 1832. During the next. few years Democrats were
to adopt a strong anti-bank position based on the premise
that a centralized national bank threatened the liberties of
the people. The Whig party, organized in 1834 by a coalition
of anti-Jackson elements, was the political home for It pr o-
Bank" sentiment in the nation. After the organization of
the Territory of Im"a in 1838, the issue of banking emerged
as an important political question upon which local
politicians would disagree.
only one banking Institution--the Miners Bank of
Dubuque--existed in the new territory. In one of its first
actions, the territorial legislature passed a resolution to
send a joint co:m:mittee to oontinue an investigation of the
Dubuque bank begun earlier by the territorial legislature of
Wisconsin. The oommittee of three were all Democrats, and
two were from the Dubuque area. The committee, after what
2:
it called a Ilfull and fair investigation of its liabilities
and resources ....were .....oonstrainad to believe that the
Miners Bank of Dubuque, is in a safe and solventcondi-
",,'. ,,1
,-3.on ......
Given the dominance of Jacksonian Democrats in the
new Territory of Iowa and the depressed economic conditions
following the Panic of 1831,tl1ere was a prevailing hostil-
ity toward banks.. Although the Miners Bank of DubUqUe sur-
vived t.he challenge of 1838, it would confront new threats
from t.he territ.orial legis1at.ure.. The anti-bank sentiments
of the legislature were clearly revealed ea.r1y in 1839 When
Thomas Cox, a Democrat representing Charleston and Jackson
counties, present.ed a petition from citizens of that area
asking for t.he est.ablishment of a bank. The petit.ion was
referred to the committee on corporations. Chauncey Swan,.
Democratic representative from Jackson county and a member
of the cOlrl'llUit.tee, gave the following response t.o the petition
on behalf of the committee:
..... it is inexpedient to grant said charter; and
your cOlrl'llU!ttee would further report, that in the
opinion of the committee a charter at this time
with banking privileges would be not only inex-
pedient but impolitic and uncalled2for by thecitizens of the Territ.ory of Iowa.
lIowa, Legislature, Council,9'ournal of the
th.e:Firs,"~Le9islat:.iveAssembl of the .Territory of
December 17, I83. Dn uque: nusse an Reeves,
(hereaft.er referred to as .)
Counci.1 of
Iowa,
9 t p. 98.
2I owa, Legislature, House, Journal of the House of
Representatives of the First Legislat:.ive Assembly of the
3In t.his first legislative IiH!ssion of the Territ:.ory
of Iowa most. legislat.ors, regardless of party label, demon-
st.rated suspicion of banks of issue. This attitude was in
large part. a reflection of great concern OVer the depression
then gripping the country. Banks were frequently blamed for
the financial distress. The fraudulent activities of flwild-
cat banks, 1* the wholesale suspension of specie payments by
banking institutions and numerous bank closings combined to
create hostility toward banks.
The banking issue became a subject of intense debate
during the fourth legislative assembly (1842) .. The year
before the Miners Bank of Dubuque had suspended specie pay-
ments. In a flurry of activity beginning late in January of
1842, House and Council resolutions and joint resolutions
,,,,,ere introduced and then reduced to impalpability through
the amendment process.. The Miners Bank of Dubuque was the
focus of most of this legislative debate.. The 'Whigs began
clearly to take a sympathetic attitude toward the Dubuque
bank while the Democrats showed increasing opposition, al-
though within the Democratic party there appeared a group of
"Bank Democrats·
'
who sided with the 'tt1higs on banking questions ..
On January 21, 1842, a. resolution calling for a new
investigation of the Miners Bank of Dubuque easily passed the
Clarke and
to
!errit.oryor Iowa, January 3, 1839 (Burlington:
Mckenny, Pr~nters, 1839)1 p. 172. (Hereafter r~r~rT'~~
as 1st JIlT.)
Council ,.then oomposed of a majority of Democrats. 1 The
resolution moved fairly easily through the first and second
readings in the House, hut on the attempt to execut.e a third
reading on the same day, which required a suspension of the
rules and a two-thirds vote rather t.han a simple majority,
the call for third reading failed sixteen to nine. 2 The
House finally approved a motion to set 1:hird reading for
February Ie, 1842, the date scheduled for adjournment. The
bill died.
Another assault upon the Miners Bank came on January
31, 1842, ''ihen resolutions to compel the Miners Bank to re-
sume specie paym~nts Were introduced in the House by John M.
Whitaker and in the Council by Shepher Leffler, both
Democrats. In the House resolution the date first stipulated
for required resumption was 1"1arch 1. Thomas Baker, a
Democrat, moved to amend by inserting August 1. This amend-
ment passed thirteen to ten, and all ten who voted against
the change were Den1:oorats while eight of those ,:""ho supported
l:towa, Legislature, Council, Journal of'theCguncil
of. theFourth:Le~slai:ive¥AssemblyoftheTerritory of Iowa,
January 21, 1842 {BloomIngton: Jno. B. Russell, 1842', p.
100. (Hereaft.er referred to as 4th TCJ.)
city: Van An.twerp
to as 4th
5the change were Whigs. l
Two different versions of legislation requiring the
Miners Bank of Dubuque to resume specie payments passed in
the Council and the House.. In the House, H.R", 19 passed
third reading fifteen to eleven, with ten Whigs in favor and
none against. 2 On the same day, February 2, 1842, a Council
bill passed by a vot.e of seven to six, with. one Whig and
six Democrats in favor and four '£A3higs and 'bIllO Democrats
opposed.] The only substantial difference between the hills:
was that the Council version contained a clause stipulating
that u ••• nothing in this act shall be so construed as to
legalize the suspension of specie payments, or any other
violation or abuse of the charter of said bank." Although
this provision won hi-partisan support, the Whigs and
Democrats split on an amendment offered by Mr. Coop, a
Democrat. Coop'S amendment added to the council bill t.he
provision that " .... anyone in debt t.o the bank need not pay
anyting on their debt .... " until the bank resumed specie pay-
ments. The Council approved that amendment by a vote of
seven to six; Democrats voted in favor While Whigs opposed.
The bill on final reading had its title enlarged to~ ffA
14t h THJ, January 31, 1842, p. 171.
24t h TaJ, February 2, 1842, p. 190.
34t h TCJ, February 2, 1842, p. 143.
6requiring the Miners Bank of Dubuque to resume and con-
specie paym.ent. and for the relief of the debtors of
bank within t.he territory •. ,,1 On receiving t.he Council
, t.he HOUSe moved it. t.o t.he table on avot.e of sixteen
seven 1 all ten 'lt1higs vot.ing for the tabling motion. 2
This activity in the fourt.h territorial legislature
to nothing. Although majorit.ies in both houses favored
to force the Miners Bank of Dubuque to resume speoie
navrnAnts, differenoes in the type of bill passed in each
house st.alled action and both bills died.
Beginning in the fifth territorial legislature, the
House, at least, began to heat up the debate on the Miners
Bank. Thomas Rogers, Democrat from Dubuque, gave notice on
Oeceraber 7 I 1842, of his intention to introduce a bill for
winding up the affairs of )!"tin.ers On January 2,
1843, he introduced Ii.R. 23: "A bill to repeal the charter
of the Bank of Dubuque and to provide for the winding
up of the affairs of the same. f1 After some posturing in
the House, \-lith wlThigs moving the bill to the table until a
specific date and Democrats trying to have the bill laid on
the table SUbject to call, or to have it referred to the
jUdiciary committee instead, a conunittee of investigation
l~~hTCJ, February 3, 1942, p. 154.
24t h THJ, February 11, 1842, p. 236.
7lta.s created in the House. The Committee was tocollsist of
one member from each electoral district; this was accepted
and the political oomposition of the committee was three
Whigs and six Democrats. l
Rogers moved on January 9, 1843, that the special
committee be instructed to report the following day, but
this was changed by amendment to Saturday, which was four
days away. In moves for extended eme the Whigs in the
House were uniformly in support. 2
The special committee of investigation produoed both
a majority report and a minority report. The former, sup-
ported by five Democrats on the committee, reported the
bill back without amendment and recommended. passage. In that
report three principal reasons were given for closin9 the
Miners Bank of DUbuque: (1) The bank had. started business
before the required capital stock had. been paid in; (2) the
directors in reality owned no stock but were only holding
stock given to them to make them eligible to serve as
directors; and (3) the greatest reason, however, was it ..... its
entire suspension of specie payments .. " The majority report
l I owa , Legislature, House, Journal Of •• the .House of
Re resentativEi!s of t11e Fifth Le islatJ.ve Ass(!mbl althe
TerrtoryoIowa,. December 12, 8 and January. r 3, .:
1843 ~Iawa cIty: William Crum, 1843), pp. 12, 69, 71, 86-87.
(Hereafter referred to as 5th.THJ.)
25t h THJ, January 9, 10, 1843, pp .. 88-89, 93.
Bconcluded:
And taking into consideration the monstrous abuse
which have already been commit.ted.bY this corrupt
institution, together with the injury it may yet
inflict, if not deprived of all appearance of
corporate vitality, your committee would again
recommend to the House t.he immediate passage of
the bill referred to them, which provides for the
unconditional repeal of the charter of said bank,
and for the winding up the affairs of the same. l
The minority report represented the views of t.he
Whigs on the committee and one dissident Democrat
who felt he could not agree with the majority report without
amendment. The substance of the minority report wa.s that in
closing up the bank there would be no way for the creditors
to get back their money. The minority report also rejected
the method proposed for having the third district judge
oversee the disbursements as being n •••opposed to the prln-
cipal of concentrating powers in the hands of any individual,
unguarded by proper checks to its abuse. tI Whig supporters
of the minority report were also of the opinion that in
closing the bank there would be a total disregard for the
losses to stockholders, bil1holders, and creditors of the
bank. Yet the minority report concluded with the plea that
a proper bill for winding up and closing the Miners Bank
should be introduced on the grounds that:
....all Banks which do not at all times and under
all circumstances, pay speoie for all their
15t h TIiJ.., January 23, 1843, pp. 150-156.
91.• iabilit.ies are unsafe and dan~erous to t.he best
interest.s of the oommunity ..... l
seemed t.o be no que.stion about olosi.ng the bank 1 it
rather a question of the methods to be used and Seem-
who would get t.he credit for it.
In t.he amending that t.ook place on the floor, there
only two partisan moves.. One was to have the distriot
responsible for the appointment of two trustees who
lIould be given authority to sue to reoover debts. This pro-
posed by the Whigs lost eleven to fourteen with nine Whigs
voting for passage and only one against. The second was an
amendment presented by George walworth, a Whig: 1I ••• that
no advantage shall be taken by the debtors of said bank by
reason of the bank having at any time failed to oomply with
the provisions of its oharter." 2 This proposal lost twelve
to thirteen, with nine Whigs voting for and one against ..
The vote on engrossment. and second reading was, how-
ever, twenty-five to nothing in the House- ...the same as the
final vote on the bill taken on January 25, 1843. The
Miners Bank had no defenders left in the House. The vote
in the House, while it. was certainly a dramatic statement
of unanimous support for the winding up of the Miners Bank,
carried little weight as it never passed through the
15t h 'rHJ, January 24, 1843, pp.164-l70.
25t.h THJ, January 24, 1843, p. 169.
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1Zoulnc jL1.
In the Council, the Judiciary committee had the bill
study and Francis Springer reported it with the com...
recommendation that it. not pass on February 16, 1843.
Cox, a Democrat of Dubuque, ordered the bill to the
until the next day when it was moved from the table
last day of the session along with the Judiciary com-
report recommending its defeat. The bill lost on a
to seven vote; all six 't'Jhigs voted against the bill and
Demoorats voted for the passage. Only Thomas Cox of
joined with the Whigs to vote against the bill. 2
Running almost concurrently with the bill to close up
t.he Miners Bank was a resolution adopted in the House for a
committee of investigation to look into the allegations
made by Jesse Williams, former territorial agent, and his
partner, Thomas Hughes, who were now the publishers of the
~,~wa CaEitol Reporter. George Walworth, a i'."hig, had offered
it resolution to investigate the report, 11 ••• char gi nq members
of this legislature with having been influenced in their
legislative action upon a bill now pending for the repeal of
15t h TRJ, January 25, 1843, p. 173.
Council
of Iowa,
, pp ..
11
charter of said bank. lt l
The resolution was adopted twenty-two t.o three.. The
appointed a oomm.ittee of five, George Walworth, David
and Joseph Newell, Wb.igs, and Henry Felkner and George
liepner, Democrats. In the Itouse there were fifteen Democrats
eleven Whigs, and the chairman doing the appointing was
s M.. Morgan, a Democrat. The make-up of the committee
interesting.. This was not a joint oommittee of invest.i-
gation, but one oomposed ent.irely of House members, though
in the course of their investigation they studied the names
of council members that came up as well. The reports were
oonsidered to be serious since the author of the report.,
Jesse Williams, had been responsible for the negotiations
for a loan secured by the legislature from the Miners Bank
for the construction of the capitol. One of the principal
names under investiga.tion was that of the Speaker of the
Bouse, James M.. Morgan, Who in t.he fourth legislative ses-
sion had made a dramatic plea agains t the bill to force
:2
resumption.
On February 1, 1843, the committ.ee concluded their
investigation and reported,
15t h THJ, January 23, 1843, pp. 148-149.
2 I bi d •
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Resolved, that we regard the charge contained in
the Iowa. Capitol Reporter of the.21st.instant,
implioating members with·having been influenced
in their. legislative actions by promise of per-
sonal reward and private. advantage, as utterly
untrue and highly reprehensible in its character,
and therefore we deem theleditors just.ly deserving
the censure of the Iiouse.
On the motion of George Hepn.er, a member of the investigatlng
committee, the censure resolution was laid on the table and
was dead for the session. 2
Having failed to destroy the ~'1iners Bank in the two
previous sessions, anti-bank forces in the territorial
legislature renewed the attack on the sixth session. The
House, with a preponderance of Democratic members took up
H.R. 1 as an immediate order of business: "A Bill to repeal
the Charter of the Miners Bank of Dubuque, and to provide for
the \4inding up the affairs of the same. 11 The first reading
in the House was on December 6,. 1843, "'lith the second
reading following closely on December 9. James Grimes, a
Whig at that time, moved to have the bill referred to the
cOl:'l:lmittee on the Judiciary, but a counter motion to refer
the bill to the whole house on the following l~o,nday ~...as made
by Thomas Rogers, Democrat, and was passed 18 to 7 'lj'iith all
those opposed being Whigs.. On Monday a Democrat, Abner
Hacklem.an, moved to postpone until Friday; this was accepted
15t h THJ, February 1, 1843, pp. 209-221.
2I b1d•
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After more postponements the bill was finally taken
again on January 11, 1844. On the twelfth of January an
amendment was offered by a Democrat, John Johnson of
bes Moines County, to the effeot that f1 ••• if the bank ••• re-
fuses to redeem in legal coin of t.he United 8tates ••• the
person ....may prooeed against, and colleot the same out of
the private property o·f the stookholders ..... " This motion
was supported by seven Whigs and only one Democrat, the
$ponsor. Clearly the Whigs voted for this amendment only in
an effort to make the bill more objeotionable to the Honse.
After the failure of this amendment, the bill passed eighteen
2to seven; The seven in opposition were all 'tihigs ..
House, Journal of the House of
of the
Duuque:
PI' .. B, 19, :2 B..
, January 12, 1844, pp. 79, 84-85 •
.;;...;;...;.......--
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The Council had a slim majority atone in favor at
vU"Wo\,j'i:';j, seven to six. This majority was created throuqh
of party affiliation by William Pat.terson; in
Council he stood as a Democrat. but declared. him-
Whig in the next Council. The Whigs on the Council
stalled repea.l of the charter of the Miners
Dubuque.. Some Whigs wanted to keep the bank in
Others oonceded the bank's chart.er deserved to
re:pElal.ea, but. objected to the method used by the
D.emO,cr '8t s .. The latter viewpoint was well-expressed by the
Iowa City Standard: "To execute a corporation without
legal and open arraignment is just as bad in principle as to
execute a hum.an bei.ng in the same manner.«l
The Whig majority on the Council so neutralized the
oharter repeal by amendments that: when the bill finally
passed third reading by a vote of ten to three, l-1r.. Leffle.r,
a Demoorat, moved to change the bill
'
s title to I'A Bill t.o
legalize the suspension and to resusoitate the Miners Bank
of Dubuque,,1! This lost by t.he same ten to three vote. 2
By January 24, 1844, since the nouse could not agree
lErlinq Eriokson, BanJ(inq. in Fron.t.ier Iowa, 1836-1B65
(Ames, Iowa: Iowa State university Press, 1971), p. 147.
January 16-17, 20, lS4 Burlington: James G.
1844), .71, ec-ai , 95. (Hereafter cited as
2I owa, Legislature, Council,
of the Sixth General of the TerrIto
15
to the Council' a arnendtnt!lnts, the bill was moved to the t.ab1e
until JUly 4" This meant t.hatthe bill was dead.. Despit.e
the fact that legislation to close up t.he Miners Bank ~las
defeated by the amendment.s of the Whig-controlled Council,
another bill passed in the House calling for the sale of
lots in Iowa City t.o pay debts owed to the Miners Bank by
t.he territorial legislature. l
There were numerous petitions received in the House
calling for revooation of the Sank's charter. An example
of the vitriolic nature of the petitions was displayed in
the petition presented by 466 citizens of Des Moines County:
'1 •• "opposed t.o the effort now making to revive that ex-
ploded. and swindling inst.itution the DubuqUe Bank ..... n2
Here again, in a third effort of significant propor-
t.ions, the Iowa Territorial Leqislature was unable to take
a decisive stand with regard to banking in Iowa, which in
effect at this t.ime meant the Miners Bank of Dubuque"
The seventh t.erritorial legislature contained a clear
maj.ority of Democrats in both Houses.. The Council, which
had 1St Whig majority of one in the sixth legislature, now
only had two Whig members, neither of ~..,hom had ever served
in the legislature before.
16t h TCJ, Janua.ry 24, February 13, 1844, pp .. 103, 244 ..
26t h 'rHJ, January 29, 1844, p .. 150.
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On May 7, 1845, David S. Wilson, Democrat. of Dubuque,
introduced H.R. 2, *'A Bill to repeal the Charter of 1:'.he
Miners Bank of Dubuque, and to provide for the windinq up
the affairs of the same. It The bill passed the first reading
on May 8, a second reading and referral to t.he whole House
on May 9, and .a£ter amendment on May 12, M.r. Wilson asked
for a suspension of the rules and third reading was unanimous
for passage. l
In the Council the same procedure was called for and
approved, but there was still a hold out of one Whig, Enoch
Ross 1 his was the only vote aqainst passaqe. After pa.ssage
by both houses of the territorial leqislature, H.R. 2 was
sent to the qovernor, John Chambers. He was a Whig and
decided to return the bill to the leqislature without his
signature. But, accordinq to the organic law of the ter-
ritory, the act became law without his sig-nature. 2 (See
Tables 6 and 7 .. )
In his recent study of banking' in frontier Iowa,
Erling Eri.ckson employed quantitative techniques to produce
Re
8,
24,
17
i'lloalograms" showing the variou.s 1e9'i81ative attitudes to-
ward the Miners 'Bank. These lIsca...ograms, If reproduoed in
Tables 6 a.nd 7 show that the Whigs, favorinq banks of
issue, were wi 1.. ling to overlook the bank's misdeeds and
voted to saVe the bank's charter.. This data also reveals
that within the Democratic party there were two factions:
a "hard-money" fact.ion opposed to all banks of issue and a
"oonservative" or pro-Ba.nk faotion willin9' to support 100a1-
lY cont.rolled banks of issue. The I1hard-money" faction oon-
sistently voted for repeal of the f.l1ner I s Bank while the
"oonservat.ive lf faction appeared to be pushed into support.
of the rad.ical. posielon by the abuses of the Miner' s Bank
and the general. suspension of all banks after the panic of
1837.
When a convention met in 1844 to draw up a constitu-
tion in prtilpara'tion for Iowa's admission into the Union, the
issue of the 1-1i.iners Bank of Dubuque was closed, but the ques-
tion of bankinq continued as a divisive political issue.
That. convention consist.ed of fifty-one Democratic delegates
and. only twenty.....one Whig delegates" The responsibility for
drafting the section of the canstitution dealing with bank-
in9 fell to the Committee on Incorporations, composed of
seven Democrat.s and two Whigs. The Democrats were Stephen
Iiempstead (Dubuque), James H. Gower (Cedar), George Hepner
(Des Moines), W.il1iam R. Harrison (Washington.), John Hale
(Van Buren), Calvin J. Price (Lee) and ~"1ichael O'Brien
(D'~btlql.J~e) • The Whiq.s were Ralph p. Lowe (Musoatine) and
Williams (Louisa) ..
Two reports were forthooming from this oommittee.
majority report provided:
One bank may be established in. this State with
branches, not to exceed one for every six
counties in conformity with t.he following rules.
Rule 1. The bill est.ablishing said bank and
branches, before the same can become a law, shall
be passed. by a majority of the members elected to
both houses of the Leg!slative Assembly, be ap....
proved by the Governor and at the next general
election be submitted to the people for their
approval or rejeotion,and if approved by a
majority of the qualified electors within this
State, t.he same shall beoome a law at such time
as the Legislat.ive Assembly shall presoribe.
Rule 2. Such bank or branches shall not oommence
operations until half of the capital stock sub-
scribed for, be actually paid in gold or silver,
~lhich amount in no case shall be less than one
hundred thousand dollars.
Rule 3. Such bank or branches shall not have power
to issue any bank note or bill of a less denomina-
tion than ten dollars.
Rule 4. The remedy for collecting debts, shall
be reciprocal, for and against such bank, and its
branches.
Rule 5. The stockholders shall be liable respec~
tively for the debts of said bank and branches.
Rule 6. In case said bank or branches shall neg...
lect, or refuse to pay on demand, any bill, note
or obligation issued by the corporation, according
to the promise therein .• expressed, such neglect
or refus.al shall be a forfei t.ure of their charter,
put an end to their corporate power-s and
privileges"
Rule 7. The Legislative Assembly shall have the
to alter, amend, or 1 such charter,
18
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whenever inltheir opinion the public good may
require it.
The object..iveof this plan was to make sure that any
bank operating in the future state of Iowa would be closely
regulated; specifically it was stipulated t.hat. banks must. by
law redeem n.otes in specie and further, that stockholders be
liable for the debts of the bank incurred through its opera-
1:.10ns. 2
The minority report was supported by Stephen Hempstead
and l\Uchael O'Brien, both Democrats from DUbuque. Their re-
po.rt simply provided that "No bank or banking corporation
of discount, or circulation shall ever be established in
this state. 1I 3
Because of the split bet\.geen ilradical ll and "conserva-
tive" Democrats on the banking issue the minority report was
defeated by a vote of 51 to 17.. The fi11.a1 draft of the 1844
Constitution provided for the cha.rtering of banks to be
approved by the people with a provisi.on for individual
sponsibi1ityregarding corporate operations ..
1I owa Territory r Journal. of .. the .. ConveI1tion for the
Formation of a ConstitutIon lor the State of Iowa (1844)(IO't\fCl city: A .. H. Palin"ar, 1846.), pp. 28-29.
2Ibid ..
3Fr ed O~ Merritt, The Earl:Y HistorxofBanking in
Iowa (Iowa City, Iowa: universIty press, 1900), P6 90.
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On April 1, lS45,the constitut.ion was pu.t before a
of the people of the 'l'etritory of Iowa and rejected by
final tabulation of 7,109 to 6,023. Most Iowa historians
that the basis for this rejection was the disenchant-
with the reduction in the states' boundaries rather
a specific grievance with the constitution's general
content or with the banking provisions in particular .. l
A second constitut.ional convent.ion convened in January,
1846.. prior t.o the elect.ion of delegates, the Whiq party in
Iowa oampaigned on t.he position t.hat no specific prohibit.ion
aqainst banking should be inoluded in the constitution.
They felt that the issue should be left to the people after
the adoption of the constitution. As the Whig paper, t.he
Bloomington Herald, put. it in 1946:
....we say distinot1y that we are not in favor of
the establishment, at this time of any bank in
lOWell and we are equally opposed to any prohibi-
tion of one in the Constitution.. Banking capital
cannot exist in an agricultural or planting oom-
munity, nor can the latter derive any benefit.
from it.. In all probability no bank will be de-
sirable in Iowa for years~.but nevertheless. we
are not so distrus·tful of the people's ability to
govern themselves as to be unWilling to leave the
mat.t.er entirely with them, that they may be per-
mitted through their representat.ives, chosen by
their own free and unpurchased suffrages, to
provide for ill commercial and manufacturing cond1- 2
tion whenever in their opinion the emergency arises.
19ricksOn, Banking in Frontier Iowa, 1836-1865, pp.
2Bloomington Herald, May 8, 1846, I, 4.
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The election of deleqates result.ed in a Democratic
m.ajority: the Democrats elected twenty-two delegates to ten
for the Whigs, thus giving the Democrats a working majority.
The Democrats viewed the Whiqs as not only a party favoring
banking but also a party based on class privilege, operating
for the benefit of the few as against the many.. One
Democratic paper expressed the attitude this way:
••• t.he preponderance of the talent and intelli-
gence of the Federal party is in favor of the
banking system, simply from the reason, t.hat it
has found an exoellent cradle in which to rock
their darling principle and paramount design;
an institution of hereditary d1stino1:1(1) and
social preferment in the United Stat.es.l.
The Comm.ittee on Inoorporations at the second consti-
tntional conventLon reported that I1No corporat.e body shall
be hereafter oreated, renewed or extended, with bank1ng or
discounting privileges." However, when brought before the
full oonvention, Whigs and Bank Democrats managed to secure
an amendment permitting the establishment of Banks with the
approval of each charter by the people of the new state of
Iowaf although any such established bank would be subject to
stringent regulations. At this point the Whigs, unhappy
over stringent banking regulations, and the anti-Bank
Demoorats, displeased with any provision for the future
establishment of banks, joined forces and voted to repeal
the entire section of the proposed constitution permitting
lIowa Democrat (Keosauqua, Iowa), June 12, 1846, III,
28 ..
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the development. of banking. When the Bank (Conservative)
Democrats re.alizedthat they could not secure a strict.ly
regulated banking system, they had no option but to join
with anti-Bank Democrats in support of a complete prohibi--
tion on banks. Thus the seotion dealing with corporations
and Bank.ing in the 1846 Constitution oontained a oomplete
prohibition on banking in Iowa. l
From 1846 until 1857 banks were prohibited in Iowa.
During this period several eoonomic and. political develop-
ments set the stage for a movement to call a constitutional
convention for the purpose of legaliZing banking in the
State of Iowa.. By the late 1840's and early 1850's, the
nature of Iowa' 8 economy had experienoed great change. No
longer was Iowa agriculture based on subsistence farming~ by
the early 1850'8 an increasing number of Iowa farmers were
producing surpluses they wished to sell for cash. In the
judgment of Erling Erickson, "the absence of banks of issue
and the re8ultant faonetary confuafon made the state t s transi-
tion to a mature, commercial economy more difficult and had
an effect on almost everyone. II In a "bankkeaa" state,
fa.rmers, merchants a.nd artisans lacked a sound currency and
found credit difficult to obtain or, when available, only at
lErickson, Banking: in FrontierIow~, 1B36-1965, p. 47.
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high rates of interest. 1
Iowa Whigs tried to reverse the anti-bank prohibi-
tion of 1846 and toward this end introduced bills in the
general assembly between 1946ano 1851 oalling for a refer-
endum on the sUbjeot of amending t.he constitut.ion.. In-
oreasingly, more and more Demoorats moderat.ed their posi-
t.ions on t.he legitimaoy of banks. And by 1854 the Democratio
party in Iowa was in the prooess of disintegration, politi-
cal power t.urning to first the Whigs and later the Republi-
cans. This politioal revolution was perhaps the most
significant. reason fo·r t.he oalling of a constit.utional con-
vention in 1857, the major result of whioh was to reverse
Iowa's prohibition on banking.
The dramatic ohange in the political climate in Iowa
was clearly revealed by the results of elections to elect
delegates to the 1857 oonstitutional convention. 'I'ne
Democrats elected only 14 delegates and of these only four
were 'lhard-moneyfl or "radical!! Democrats oommitted to the
anti-bank position ..
lErickson, Banking in Frontier Iowa, 1836-1865, p" 79"
Chapter 2
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE IN IOWA
Blacks in Iowa were regulated by the Organic Law
which divided the Territory of Wisconsin and established
territorial government in Iowa in 1938.. The Organic Law in
section five eliminated Blacks from voting by providin.9
that, ...... every free white male citizen••• above the agE! of
twenty-one ..... " would be allowed to vote in the first
election. While the Organic Law provided for the legisla-
ture to make subsequent rules as to who should vote, it
stipulated, again in section five, that, Ii .... sufferage shall
be exercised only by citizens of the United States ••t l The
Organic Law, section twelve, also provided that the rights,
privileges and iInmunities enjoyed by inhabitants of
Wisconsin would extend to the Territory of Iowa.. The Terri-
tory was free to cause those laws, fT ••• to be altered, modi-
fied, or repealed by the governor and legislative assembly ...... It
but there was no particular constituency in the Territory
making any great push to change laws regulating Blacks. 2
The First Iowa Territorial Assembly evidenced the
lRevlsed.Statutes of the Territor! of Iowa, session
184 43 (Iowa Clty: Printed by Hughes and williams, 1843),
p. 23. (Hereafter referred to as RSTI, session 1842-43.)
-nl~~T, session 184 43, p. 26.
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prevalent hostile attitude toward Blaoks. A Democrat, John
Frierson, introduoed a bill which, on the race of it, was a
blatentattempt to keep Blaoksout of the Iowa Territory.
His bill, introduoed on Deoember 29, 1838, provided qriat
for partisan debate for the rest of the territorial years,
but it passed by a bipartisan vote. In the House the bill
passed without a recorded vote. In the Council there was
only a small amount of opposition. The bill in the Council
passed with nine voting for and three opposed: five
Democrats and four t4higs voted for, and one Whiq and two
Democrats were opposed. Those opposed to the imposition of
a IIB1ac1<: Code tl in Iowa came from the oentral part of the
state, an area which was to continue to he a pro-Black en-
clave throughout the period from 1838 to 1860. The counties
mal<ing up this area were Scott, Clinton, Louisa, Slaughter,
Muscatine and Des M:oines counties. The °Black Cade lJi became
law on January 21, 1839. 1
This statute stipulated that any Black or Mulatto
wishing to live in Iowa 'faa required to produce a certifi-
cat.e of freedom and to post $50,0 bond with sufficient secur-
ity to satisfy the county commissioner. In the event of any
crime or for any reason that the Black might become a burden,
lIowa, Legislature, Council. Journal of the Council
of the First Le is1ative Assembl of the TerrIto. o!·!owa"
JanUar1 15, 1039 Dubuque: Russell and Reeves, Pr:tnters,
1839), p. 164. (Hereafter referred to as letTJC.)
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the bond would be forfeited. The aot also authori2ed the
sheriff to hire out: any Black. or Mulatto who failed to give
t.he bond " •••a t the best cash price for a term of six
months" .. "If and the money was to be turned over to the county
treasury for ita use" The aot. also oontained. a provision
for slaves to be reclaimed on. proof of ownership being pro-
vided to any judge of the district court or justice of the
peace. The act did cont.ain one safeguard for Blacks who
might be picked up at random for hiring out= if a sheriff
or jailer caused a Negro to be jailed unlawfully, he was to
be fined from fifty to one hundred dollars. l
This act was designed to regulate a Black population
whf.ob., according t.o the la40 census figures, amounted to 18
persons. It is interesting to note that the vote in the
Council was favorable to the bill in both the northern and
southern tiers of counties and there was a swath through the
center of the territory that voted against the bill. This
area in Iowa contained settlers who, because of their ethnic
and religLous backgrounds, were ayrllpat11.etic to Blacks.
There were the Irish, Germans and O11.ioians with a sizable
community of Quakers who took a strong anti-slavery position. 2
I The Statute !.at-fS of th.eTerrito;:y of_.Iowa,A. D. 1338-
1839 (Dubuque = Russell and Reeves, Printers, 1839), pp. 65-
~ (Hereafter to as 1st • )
2Morton M. Rosenberg, Iowa on the EV~ of the Civil War
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 19'2~, pp. 20, 25-26,
52.
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The representat.ives voting against the bill came from
counties which, during the remainder of the territorial
period, generally elected Whig legislators. These Whigs
would make several attempts to repeal the :Black Code
throughout the territorial period. (See Map 1 .. '
The Second General A.ssembly of the Territory
(November 4, lS39-January 17, 1840) considered nO bills re-
1a.ted to Blacks, but legislative debate arose over several
sections of the law regulating marriage. The provision that
l'A11 marriages of white persons t..rith negros (sic) or
mulattoes are declared to be illegal and void n was oarried
over from the laws of the Wisconsin territory. In a revision
of the marriage lat,1s, the Second General Assembly continued
1this provision in force.
In the Third Territorial House (~lovember 2, 1840-
January 15, 1841), Paton Wilson, a Whig, presented a peti-
tion asking for a repeal of t.he laws relating to Blacks and
mulattoes. The pet.ition t1Tas referred to a committee com-
posed of one representative from each electoral district.
The select committee was composed of nd.ne members, four
t"1higs and five Democrats. The cOfhlmittee reported by pre-
senting H.R. 121, a bill designed to repeal portions of the
act regulating Blacks and mulattoes.
In an attempt to garner support for the bill, Daniel
1st Session, p. 42.
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~.uller, a t\lhig, presented a petitioD. of citizens of Lee
County asking that Blacks and mulattoes be allowed the
mi ••• right to atrial by jury ""Then claimed as a fuqitive
slave ••• n rather than simply allowing the decision to be
made by a district court jUdge or a justice of the peace.
The petition was laid on the table"l
John tVJhitaker, a Democrat, moved to strike out the
enacting clause which 'IItould have esse1'1t.ially made the pro....
posed amendment to the act regulating Blacks m.eaningless.
He was successful by a vote of nineteen to four" Thirteen
Democrats and six Whigs voted in favor and all those voting
against the motion were 't'1higs" Three of the four ~~igs who
were opposed to the striking of section one were members of
the select c011h"nittee that had presented the bill; Daniel
reHller who present.ed the petition for allo'it.ring trial by jury
for fugitive slaves and Paton t'J'.'ilson who had initiated the
bill in 2first place 1tlere among those"
the Fourth Territorial General Assembly (Dec~~er
6, 4l-February IS, 1842) Paton Wilson again attempted in
the to secure repeal of the law regarding Blacks and
mulattoes. On January 17, 42, he presented a petition
l:tm",a, Legislature, House, Journal of the House. of
Repr!.8..e.1'11:8.t1ves of the ThirdLeislatlve Assam})l. of the
Tar!' toryol: Iowa f January 1 , 18 1 Du ruque s .t~. w.
CorifeTI, 1841), p , 252. (Hereafter referred to as 3rd THJ.)
23r~~~J, January 4, 5, 11, 1841, pp. 219, 235, 258.
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signed by two hundred and forty-five oitizens of Henry
County oal11ng for repea.l of the law.. A seeondpetition
signed by sundry oitizens of Jefferson County on the same
subjeot was also presented. l
Asbury Porter, a Whig, representing Henry County, on
January 26, 1842, presented a petition from three hundred
and forty citizens of Henry county ff ••• remonstrat1nq against
any aotion of the Legislature in relation to the present law
concerning- Blacks and mulattoes." R.iohard QUinton, a first
term Demoorat, presented a similar petition signed by the
people of Jefferson County on the same date.. Mr. Porter
moved that all the petitions be referred to the Judiciary
Committee, a motion on which Mr. Quinton ooncurred, and the
2pet.i:tions were buried by that committee in the House.
In the Council the Judiciary Committee had received
a petition from oitizens of Washington county requesting-
'that the law reg-arding- Blaoks and mulattoes be repealed ..
The Judiciary Committee reported: " ••• that it would be im-
politic and lnexpedient to g-rant the prayer of said peti-
tloners ..... " and asked to be released from further considera-
tion of the petition.
24t h TJH, January 26, 1842, p. 156.
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The conflicting pet.!tiooa from lienry County are of
interest sinde both came from a Whig- stronghold throuqbout
the territorial period. Out of thirtY"'four legislative
office terms, Henry County elected Democrats only t.hree
times.. The petitions therefore show that there was not com-
plete unity amOng settlers in the county reqardinq laws
requlating Blacks in Iowa.
Midway through the Fifth Territorial Legislature
(December 5, l842-February 17, 1843) David Bunker, a Whig
from Washington County, introduced a petition asking for the
n .... repeal of all acts regulating Bladks and mulattoes .... fl
which on his motion was referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary. I
Paton Wilson again renewed his efforts, but this
time the petition he presented from Henry County limited it-
self to asking for the repeal of the fourth section of the
act of the Territory relating to Blacks and mulattoes.. The
fourth section was t.hat part of the act making it illegal
to hire Blacks who had not complied with registering a
certifioate of freedom and. posting a bond. Mr. Wilson's
petition was also referred to the Ju.dioiary Commit.tee where
both petitions remained until the close of the session. No
lrowa, Legislature, House, Journ.al of the Hou,se of
Representatives.of.t.he Fifth Leqislatlve.AssiiiiEly oI.the
Territoaof Iowa. Janu.a.ry I9, 1843 ~Iowa CItytWIIIIam
Crum, I :H, p .126" (Hereafter referred to as 5th 'rHJ.)
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action was taken. l There seemed to be a hiatus in attempt.s
to pass or repeal legislation with regard t.o Blacks and
mulattoes in the sixth and seventh legislatures.
During the Territorial period the Whigs took the
initiative in presenting petit.ions and pushing for dhange
in the law ooncerning Blacks in the Territory. Their efforts
were direoted toward extricating Iowa Territory from t.he
Black Code created by the First Territorial Assembly.
The Senate of the State of Iowa (November 30, 1846-
February 25, 1947) found itself confronted with a resolution
authored by Samuel Fullinwider, a Whig, which called on t.he
Federal Relations COntn'l.ittee t.o inquire " ..... int.o the expedi-
ency of repealing .••• fI the act regulating Blacks a.nd
mUlattoes; his resolution called On the committee to report
by bill or otherwise.. The Senate, for the first time, found
itself confronted with petitions authored and signed by women
calling for the repeal of the 91aok Code. Evan Jay, a Whig
from Henry County, presented a petition of " •••Catherine
Huggins and eleven other females in relation to people of
oolor. Ul Mr.. Milton D.. Browning also present.ed a petition
2praying' for t.he repeal of the law regulating Blaoks ..
February 2, 1843, p. 224.
of the Senate of
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The Federal Relations Committee did re.port after
oonsideration that th·G't1 fe··l,t." th'·"". th do n··ot··· (1·'19··"""".· anv..z QIi,;. ey " 'u .z
change or alteration of t.he present law expedient or neces-
sary." The Senate concurred in the report without a re-
corded vote.. Mr. Jay, undet.erred, moved to instruct. t.he
commi,ttee ,..... t.o report a law to repeal the act requ1a.tinq
blacks (sic) and mUlattos, approved January 21, 1839."
Considering t.he fact that the commit.tee had already reported,
it was predict.able that the vote on Mr .. Jay's proposal would
be negative, four to thirteen. All four voting in favor were
Whigs, but there were an equal n'lll1\ber of Whigs voting aga.inst
repeal. Losing on the attempt to instruct the commit.tee,
Jay and his supporters amended. to refer without instruction
but still lost six to eleven, but added two more Whigs,
r-Ulton Browning and Loring Wheeler, in favor. John Sanford,
a Whig, moved to refer the question t.o a select co:mmittee
but his proposal did not come to a vote because Thomas H.
Benton, Jr., a Democrat, moved to table the proposal. The
motion to table passed nine to eight, five ~fuigs and four
Democrats favoring a.nd three l'lhigs and five Democrats
Though the repeal of the law regulating Blacks and
mulattoes was dead, Francis Springer, a Whig, st.ill pre-
sented a petition of Elizabeth J .. Rankin and thirt.een other
1ladies pra.ying for the repeal of the Black Code.
llst SJS, February 6, a, 19, 1841, pp. 193, 194, 251.
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In the First House of Representatives of the Stat.e
of Iowa George Montague, a Democra.t, introdtu:::ed H.R. 120
which was a bill to amend the act regulating Blacks and
mulattoes and it easily passed first rea.ding.. The amend....
ment wa.s not. designed to ameliorat.e the oondit.ion of Blacks,
but rather that. of person.s who hired Blaoks and who had. not
oomplied with the Black Code laws, sinoe the employers were
also subject t.o fines. The bill was designed to modify seo-
tion four which was:
Should any person or persons knowingly engage
or hire, or harbor, such negro or mulatto, here....
after coming, or being brought into this terri....
tory without such colored person first complying'
with the provisions of this act, such person or
persons, so attending, shall pay a fine of not
less than five, nor more than one hundred dollars
to be recovered by presentment or indictment.
The bill, on a rr.otion by John T$ Morton, at 'Vilhig t was indef-
initely postponed by a vote listed in the journal as
twenty-nine to nine.. The record of this vote was confused,
however, because those listed as voting only add up to
twenty-three to nine t a.nd smith of Mahaska is reoorded as
absent because of' illness, but is also listed as having
voted yes $ Of those voting', the wt1igs t<1ere overwhelmingly
in favor postponement--eighteen favoring and one
against--while
i t..·t .. 1e· 9'LJl opposea e
Democrats split with five favoring and
of
Iowa,
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There was politioal logio in. keepi.ng the Black Code
Lntact so far as the Whigs were concerned because keeping
it repulsive for those who might wish to hire Blaoks en-
hanced the chances of repeal of the whole act rather t.han
merely pieces of it.
In the Third General Assembly the Democrats dominated
bOth houses of the state legislature by a large majority
and used this majority to pass restrictive legislation
against free Blacks.
On January 6, 1851, William Haun, a Democrat in the
House, introduced a bill 1I ••• t.O prohibit the immigration of
free negros (sic) into the state, II whioh was read a first
time and then referred to the committee on Federal Relations
by George Allender, also a Democrat.. The Federal Relations
Committee did not wish to be saddled with the bill and so
reported it back without recommendation and asked to be dis-
charged. Andrew Gamble, a Whig, chose this moment to move
the bill to the table, but his motion lost without a recorded
vote.
Mr. Allender then moved to strike out all after the
enacting clause which would have effectively killed the
bill. Mr .. Gamble, whose attempt at tabllng had failed, now
moved to n ...... refer to a committee of one with instructions
not to report at the present session." This motion lost
fourteen to twenty-one, all five tti1hig members favoring the
move along with nine Democrats including Mr .. Allender who
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tried earlier to defeat the bill. All t.wenty....one opposed
to the motion were Detuocrats.. The bill passed without a
recorded. vote and was sent.t.o the Senate where it was t.reated
as a partisan issue .. l (See Table 3 and Map 4 .. '
Whigs were united in their opposition t.o t.he bill
prohibiting the free immigrat.ion of Blacks into the Sta.te;
they were jo.i.ned in this view by t.en Demoorat.s most of whom
came from districts which had in the past been represented
by Whigs. It would appear from the voting pat.tern of the
Democrats on this issue that t.hey represented constituents'
feelings rather than party line influence ..
In the Senate, even before the bill came in from the
HOllse, a pet.ition had. been introduced by Nathan Baker, a
Democrat., II ...... praying the pass.a.ge of a law, to prot.ect the
people of this State from the evils of a black (sic) popula-
tion, II which was referred to the Federal Relat.ions committ.ee ..
In the Senate there were moves to delay passage of the
bill or to even have it killed but to no avail.. John Howell,
a Democrat, moved the bill from the table on February 5,
1851, and called for the question, the bill passed nine to
seven, with four Whigs and three Democrats in opposition.
lIoWs., Legislature, Bouse, Journal of the House of
Re resentatives of the General Assembl of the State of
Iowa, Th r Sesson, January 6, at , 25, 18 Io~nl City:
Paliner and Paul, State Printers, 1851), pp. 145, 150,182,
275, 295. (Hereafter referred to as 3rd SJH.)
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Those who opposed the bill were from Districts with larg-e
~1hig constituencies t such as Lee t Davis, Appa.noosa, t'1ayne t
Jackson and Jones .. l (See Table 4 and Map 5 .. )
It would. be legit.imate to question t.he polit.ical
motivetion behind t.his particuI.ar bill. It has been argued
that Iowans imposed restrictions on t:.he immigrat.ion of
Blacks because they feared the economic impact of a Bla.ck
influx rather than the racial impact. Iowa.ns II ....might
oppose slavery as a qreat moral eVil, but no love for the
Negro himself accompanied this attitude.,,2
The bill itself prohibited free Negroes and mulattoes
from settling in the state and. provided for them to be noti-
fied that they had three days in which to leave the state
or be arrested. If arrested they were to be fined two dol-
lars a day and jailed until 1I .... suoh fine and costs are
paid or until he will consent to leave the state, provid.ed,
it shall be ascertained that he or she is unable to pay such
fine and costs. n The act allowed free Neg-roes already
living in the state to remain and there was a provision in
the act for a jUdge to deterxuine if a person were a free
lIowa, Legislature, Senate, Journal of the Senate of
the Third General Assemblofthe State olIowa, January 21,
31, 1951 and February 5IS. Iowa G ty: Pa mer and Paul,
State Printers, 18SI),pp. 194, 267, 295. (Hereafter re-
ferred to as SJS )
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Neg.ro or a mulatto. 1 These provisions were to remain in
force until the adoption of the Constitutd.on of 1857.
The legislators. were voting-to restrain a perceived
rather than a real danger since the 1850 census returns
showed only 333 colored persons as compared to 191,881
whites. The figures had shot up to; 355, a net increase of
twenty-two by 1852 while the white population was recorded
as having increased to 229,557, a net increase of 37,696.
proportionately this was one colored person to every 1,713
whites who came into the state. Census statistics showed
that by 1856 the white population had grown to 517,600
while the colored popUlation had decreased to only 275.
Petitions to the legislature had come from Muscatine county
and that county had the largest enumeration of Blacks in the
census: they reported sixty-nine in 1850, fifty-eig-ht in
1852, sixty-eight in 1854, but surprisingly in 1856, they
list none. This statistic was also noted in other counties,
Lee for instance; the second largest enumeration shows
fifty-two in 1850, forty-two in 1852, sixt.y-six in 1854 and
then in 1860 only two. 2 The census figures show that Iowa
2census oftowa for the Year 1895. (Des Moines: F .. R.
conaway,--State PrInter, lS96J, pp. ~84-~BB.
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in the 1950'$ was not sUbjeot to an influ~ of a. :Bla.ok popu-
lation but rather that the Black population in Iowa had
declined"
The Fifth General Assatrlbly heqan on Deoember 4, 1854,
but it was not until the tail end of the session that 001'1-
sideration of the bills and petitions with regard to Blacks
and slavery were taken up. On January 17, 1955, Reasin
Pritchard, a Whig from Muscatine County, introduced into the
House a petition of 1\,,, Clark and thirty-two other free
colored persons from Musoatine pra.ying for the repeal of
l't"""the law which prohibits the immigra.tion of free neg-ros
(sic) into this state. tI Ben Samuels, a Democrat, moved to
lay the petition on the table and his proposal was approved
thirty-nine to twenty-six" The only Demoorat to vote
against tabling was Daniel S. Jackson from Pottawattamie ..
His fellow legislator from the same county, John T. Baldwin,
was one of the twelve Whigs who voted to have the petition
tabled .. l
The Sixth Legislative Assembly (December 1, 1956-
January 20, 1(51) was composed of Democrats and the new
Republioan party in Iowa. The Republicans dominated both
houses of the legislature having a two to one majority in
lIowa, Legislature, House, Journal of the House o~
Represent.atives of .the State of Iowa, FIlth reguIar seEuuon,
January 17, 1955 ~Iowa cIty:' D" A. Mahony and J" :8" Dorr,
State Printers, 1855), p. 319. (Hereafter referred to as
51;h SJ~,.)
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the Senate and a strong seventeen vote majority in the
House. l
On December 8, 1856, justeiqhtdays into the sixth
leqislative session, George McCoy, introduced 8 .. 11' .. 20, a
bill to amend section 2388 of Chapter 130 of the Coueof
Iowa--a section dealing with evidence.. The section on evi-
dence in the 1851 COde of Iowa reach
Every human beinq of sufficient capacity to
understand the obligation of an oath is a com-
petent: witness in all Cases both civil and
criminal except as herein otherwise declared.
But an India.n, a negro (sic), a mulatto or
black person shall not be allowed to give
testimon.y in any cause wherein a white person
is a party.
The bill called for qranting to Negros and mulattos
the right to testify. It was referred to the Judioiary Com'"
mittee and they reported back a substitute bill and recom-
mended its passaqe.. Jairus Neal, a Democrat, then moved to
have the bill indefinitely postponed, but lost twelve to
eighteen on a party vote. The subst.itute was adopteda.nd
readied for third readinq the following day.. Mr.. Neal
called for a recorded vote which showed passage of second
reading by a vote of ninet.een t.o thirteen, once again a
party split. An attempt by anot.her Democrat, James Test., to
have the bill laid on the table at. that time also lost.
IT .. D.. Eagal and R.. H.. Sylvester (ads.), The Iowa
Stat.e Almanac and Statistical ist.er, 1860, a facsImIle
reproduct.l.on Iowa C t.y, lOWElt St.at.e Hist.orical Societ.y of
Iowa, 1963), p. 23.
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Finally on the question of third rEull.dingr and passage of the
bill by the Senate, the polemioal flourishes of the politi-
oians showed through. Mr. Neal called for the vote on
pas.sage and the bill pa.ssed nineteen to thirteen, again with
strong party line voting. Aaron Brown, a Democrat, then
proposed that t.he title of the bill be changed to which Mr.
Neal offered a substitute, "'1\ Bill for an act to equalize
the white, the black, and t.he mongrel races." Not to be
outdone, M. L. McPherson, a RepUblican, moved to substitute
the title, nAn Aot to repeal a tyrannical prohibition of the
Code, plaoed there by the Oetnocratic Party of this State .. "
Bis substitute title also lost.. The Democrats were not
finished venting their spleen and next offered another sub-
stitute, IIAn Act carrying out the policy of the Black
Republicans, If but this substitute lost too.. Cooler heads
then prevailed and Samuel Kirkwood, a Republioan, called for
a record of the vote on P..r .. Neal's proposed substit.ute tit.le
which lost three to twenty-nine. The original title was
therefore agreed to. 1 Republicans were united in their sup-
port of extending to Negroes the right to give evidence in
trials involv!.ng Whites, but Democrats were divided on the
issue," (See Table 5,,)
1I owa, Legislat.ure, Housa, Journal of .the House of
Representa.tivesof the state of Iowa, SIxth sessIon, December
a, 13, I5, ~O, 1856 lIowa city: Peter Moriarty, State
printer, 1857), pp" 35, 93, 94, 107, 108. (Hereafte.r re-
ferred to as 6t~ SJH.)
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After pasliUlge in the Senat.e t John Moore, a Democrat
in the HoUse i.ntroduced a petition of citizens of Delaware
County protesting any change in the law prohibiting Indians,
Mulattos and Blacks fxom giv:i.ng eVidenoe againfJt whitefJ.
After much parliamentary maneuvering the bill wafJ finally
moved to a third reading. On Deoember 20, 1856, the bill
passed t.hirty-five to twenty-seven, Republicans favori.nq
and Democrats opposed.!
The act chanqing the Code is a particularly signifi-
cant change as it gave a real and substantive right to
Blacks living in Iowa, although their numbers had dropped
significantly and the bill as passed in 1856 only applied to
about 275 persons.
The Sixth Legislature also passed a bill with reqard
to the Kansas question. The bill instructed Iowa's Senators
and Representatives to reject any constitution which did not
bring Kansas into the Union as a free state.
The idea that the Sixth General Assembly was rampant
with Black Republicanism is dispelled to some extent by
close study of a resolution offered four days before the
end of the session by Thomas Hardie, a Demoorat in the House.
Itowa, Legislature, Senate, Journal. of the Senate of
tha Sixth General. Assembl of the State of Iowa., December
19, 0, 856 Iowa CJ.ty: Peter Moru'irty, State Printer,
1857), pp. 148, 149, 151, 157. (Uereaft.er referred to as
6th SJS.)
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The resolution was direct.ed at. t.he Constitutional eonven....
tion then in session, parti.oularly with reqard to the
" .... eleotive franchise to White male citizens of the United
States ••• ," Which was how the 1846 Constitution read. Mr.
Hardie's resolution called on the convention to leave Sec-
tion one, Artiole Two of the Constitution alone since it
was correct the way it was. One section of his resolution
particularly rankled. the Republioans. The resolution read
in part
And Whereas, a port:.ion of our citizens are in
favor of, and advocate the striking out of the
word "white 11 from the Const!tution as used to
define the right of citizenship, in order to
place negroa (sic) and mulattos on an equal
footing with the white race, Therefore, Be it
Resolved, that in the opinion of this House,
section one of article two of the Constitution
as it now stands, is right and proper, and that
it would be inexpedient to strike out the word
white therefrom.
ttqith party vot1.ng much in evidence, an attempt by certain
Republioans to table failed fourteen to forty-one. An
attempt to move it to the Federal Relations Committee also
failed twenty-five to thirty. Finally, David Cloud, a
RepUblican, moved to strike out the offending section, "in
order to place negros and mulattos on an equal footing with
the white race ••• n • Then the vote on adoption passed fifty-
one t.o six. The resolution remained still very precise. in
its inst.ruction to the Constitutional Convention; it just
was not as condemnatory of Republicans and the vote showed
that the Republicans, despite Democratic epithets to the
contra.ry, were hardly radioal Slack RepUblicans. l
The Sixth General Assembly provided '1ris1: for politi-
cal platforms in 1857. The Republicans, meeting in Iowa
City on .August 19, 1857, covered. much of the old. familiar
ground of reoogni~ing slavery in states as a looal institu-
t.ion but opposing its spread and demandinq that. all terri-
tories be free.
It was the Democrats, however, who had a heyday con-
demning Republicans in their 1851 state platform. They
stated that the deoisions of the Supreme Court were binding
and that every citizen must. support it against " .... assaults
of bigots, fanatics, and traitors ••• ,« i.e., Republicans.
Democrats charged that the Republioan p.art.y f by allowing
Indians and Blaoks to become witneltlses against whites, had
taken the " .... first step towards a system to equali:2l9 t.he
black and white raoes.,,2
The Seventh General Altlsembly (January 11, 1859-
March 23, 1858) was relatively quiet. on the slavery issue.
Benjamin Gue, a RepUblican, did introduce a bill prohibit-
ing and punishing the holding of slaves in the state, but
16t h SJH, January 26, 1857, pp. 464-466.
2Herbert S. Fairall, ed., ~nual of Iowa Politics
(Iowa city: Republican Steam Printing House and Bindery,
1882), pp. 42-46.
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upon reference to the JUdiciary Commlt:tee the bill died. I
The Eight.h General Assembly (January at la60-April
3, 1860) reflect.ed the calm before the storm of the civil
war.. While the Democrat.s and Republicans continued to
harrangue one another with the planks of t.heir respect.ive
political platforms, no new legislation at. the state level
was created; however, t.he way had been started for a fairly
easy transition for Iowa t.o aocept. t.he new status: of the
Black after the Civil war.
In reviewing the question of the Blacks in Iowa in
t.he period from 1838 to 1860, the Whigs (and after 1856 the
Republicans) manifested a consistent effort to improve the
oondition of Blacks. This was true on local issues, such
as immigration of Free Blaoks or the right to give evidence
in trials involving whites. This interpretation requires
that. the passaqe of the Black Code in the First Territorial
Legislature in 1839 be considered as antithetical insofar
as later Whig voting behavior in subsequent legislative ses-
sions is concerned.
The Democratic party controlled during the Territorial
period and while it kept from passage any legislation that.
would have ameliorated the condition of Blacks, it appeared
Re
the House
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not to have been dogmatic about the issue of Blacks. Part.y
discipline was lax and it seemed t.hat Democrats were more
prone to vot.e const.itu.ency rat.her than party ..
It. appeared easier t.o d.evelop a consensus, however,
when discussing issues such as .slavery exi:ension in the
national arena (as will haseen in the next chapter) than
when issues dealing wit:h local questions came into play,
i .. e., the question of repealing the Black Code. Democrats
appeared more likely to huck party lines on national rather
than local questions involving Blacks.
Chapter :3
IOWA'S RESPONSE TO THE aLACK ON NATIONAL ISSUES
Iowa came to statehood at a time when the question of
slavery extension was beooming heated.. David Wilmot had
exacerbated the debate over peaoe with Mexioo by introduoing
a proviso that " .... as an express and fundamental condition
to aoquisition of any territory from the RepUblic of Mexico .....
neither slavery nor involuntary servitUde shall ever exist
in any part of said territory .... 11. 1 The proviso beoame a
favorite subjeot of' debate by politioians at all levels and
Iowa lawmakers were no exoeption ..
The Second General Assembly became highly animated on
the subjeot of slavery extension.. The Whigs, who were in a
minority in both houses, were generally responsible for the
introduction of anti-slavery resolutions but none passed
and most were defeated on a striotly partisan vote.
On Deoember 4, 1948, four days after the opening of
the Second session, H. R. Thompson, a Whig from Henry County,
introduoed a joint resolution for the restriotion o·f
slavery, H.R. 2; this was ordered laid on the table. An
attempt by Stewart. Goodrell, a Whig, to move the bill from
the t.able failed without. a recorded. vote and Mr .. Thompson's
IJames Truslow Adams, ed., Dict.ionary of American
History, Vol. V, 2d ed. rev. (New York: Charles Scribner·s
Sons, 1940), p. 469.
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t.o reconsider lost t.hirteen to t.wenty-four. TWelve of
thirteen vot.ing for reconsideration were Whigs, only one
, Michael H... Walker of Lee County, voted with
1
On January 2, 1849, William Allison, a Whig from
Monroe County, introduced a memorial to Congress asking for
"' ..... a donation of land for the benefit of the COlored raoe,
and to aid in the removal of slavery." After its first
reading, Cave McFarland, a Democrat from Lee County, moved
'1:0 suspend the rules and allow for a second reading and
have it made the order of the day by having the House dis-
solve itself into a Committee of the Whole for consideration
of the bill. His motion lost, as did a couple of other
Democratic proposals movinq that the memorial be considered
by the Whole House on some succeeding day. Finally, Dennis
A.. ~!ahoney, a Democrat, moved that the bill be indefinitely
postponed. By this time it was late Saturday night and t.he
motion on postponement was agreed to twe.nty-six to eight ..
Only two of the twenty-six voting in favor of postponement
were Whigsf there was one Democrat voting aqainst, Issac W..
Griffith, at Democrat from Lee County, joined with seven Whigs
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t.o vote against. post.ponement but the bill was dead. l
Mr .. Allison,undeterred by defeat, promptly intro-
duced H.R. 117 seeking to end the slave trade in t.he
District of Columbia. The House, with the hour late,
quickly dispatched this bill: Nathan G. Sales moved the
rules suspended and second reading so that he could move
indefinite postponement whioh was agreed to t.wenty-seven to
eight. On this proposal Whigs did not. hold together; three
Whigs vot.ed to post.pone while four Democrat.s vot.ed against
postponement along with four Whigs. The bill was dead. 2
In the Senate meanwhile, a debate over slavery ~las
also t.aking place. Evan Jay, a Whig from Henry county, was
active again. He introduced S.P. 4, itA Joint. Resolution
for the restriction of slavery." After a first and second
reading, the Senate could not decide what 'to do wit.h it..
There were a nUllIiber of motions 'to postpone and finally an
amendment was offered by Phillip Bradley, a Democra't, that
would have effectively removed the substance of the bill.
This emasculat.ion was approved by a vote of eleven to eight
wit.h all tifuigs opposed and all Demoorats in favor ..Since
t.he bill was now meaningless, Whig Francis springer moved
the bill to the t.able subject to the call of the Senat.e:
_._.~-----
January 2, 1949, p. 306.
22nd SJH, January 2, 1849, • 309, 310.
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t.hat was approved. l
One resolution t.hat nearly pa.ssed the Second General
Assembly was S.F.51, a resolution endorsing the principal
of popular sovereignty as a solution. of the slavery issue
in the territories of the United States south of the
Missouri Compromi.se line of 36 degrees, thirty minu'tes.
Another provision of the resolution urged the state's
Senators and Representatives to exeroise their influenoe
to secure an absolute prohibition of slavery in territories
north of the !'tissouri Compromise line. Thomas Espy, a
Democrat, introduoed S.F. 61 on January 3, 1849. On coming
to the floor of the Senate, John G. Cook, a Whig, moved to
amend the resolution by instructing Iowa's Senators and
Representatives no. •• to pzevent; by their votes and influenoe
the admission of any new State into the union as a Slave
State .. II
The senaee voted along: party lines, seven (~\1higs) to
nine (Democrats), to reject. rJ1r. Cook's amendment. Mr. Cook
immediately renewed his attaok by offering another amend-
ment. IIResolved: That it is the duty of the Federal GoVern-
ment to relieve itself from all responsibility for the
existence or oontinuance of slavery wherever that Government
lIowa, Legislature, Senate, Journal of the Senate pf
the. Second .. General Assembly of. tl1e State. ol Iowa, Dec~r 7 1
1S48 (Dubuque: Andrew Keesecker, PrInted at. tEe Jackson
County Demoorat Office, 1849), p. 22. (Hereafter referred
to as 2nd SJS.)
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possesses constitutional authority to legislate On that
subject and. :it is thus respons:ible for its existence. It The
amendment lost by the sa.me party line vote of seven Whigs
favoring and nine Democrats opposed.
Mr. Espy then moved the rules be suspended so that
his bill could pass a third reading Which was agreed to
eleven to five. On final passage, seven Whigs and four
Democrats favored While five Democrats were opposed.. The
resolution as it passed the Senate inst.ructed Iowa I s Sena....
tors and requested her Representatives, " ••• to exert their
influence in favor of a law prohibiting the introduction
of the institution of slavery within any such territory
(north of 360-30')." The resolution was much less than
what the Whigs advocated, but was certainly unpalatable to
most of the Democratic members. l (See Table I and Map 2.)
The Whigs in the Senate stood together On stopping
the spread of slavery in the territories, however, they
needed and qot support from the Democrats whose districts
abutted the Whig strongholds.
The Senate resolution relative to territories died
in the House where one of the key questions was whether to
debate the bill prior to removing it from the table. On a
vote of twenty-six to ten, the House voted for that
l2nd SJS, January 3, 6, 10, 1849, pp. 157, 188, 189,
207.
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p.rocedure. All ten voting against. were Whigs. Eventually
the bill di·ed in the House after those ten Whigs and several
Democrats failed in an attempt to remove the bill from the
table. Only one Whig voted against the motion to remove the
bill from the table. l (See Table 2 and Map 3.)
The Whigs in the House stood united as a party in
support of the prohibition of slavery in the territories.
The Democrats were not united on the question but still had
enough votes to defeat resolutions of that nature.
Iowa Democrats met in convention on June 28, 1849 and
adopted a series of resolutions to serve as their platform.
In line with the position of the national party organization,
the Iowa Democrats opposed as t1inexpedient and improper l1
t.he Wilmot Proviso which called for the prohibition of
slavery in the territories won from Mexico in 1848. 2
The Whigs, meeting in their convention at Iowa Cit.y
on June 30, 1849, favored the Wilmot Proviso. They con-
demned t.he "dominant party" in this state, t.he Democrat.s,
for having failed to instruct the senators from Iowa to
favor the policy. They also included a prOVision on slavery
which was essentially the same resolution introduced by
John G. Cook during the Second General Assembly; it. opposed
12nd SJH, January 8, 9, 1849, pp. 361, 366, 367, 391.
2Fairall, pp. 26-27.
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in the terri tories wherever the federal g:ove.rnm.ent
the constitutional authority to do so.l
One way that the federal government was to become
with the issue of slavery was through the Compro-
mise of 1850.
The Com)2romise of 1850
The Compromise of 1850 was proposed by Henry Clay in
an effort to calm the breach between the North and South on
the issues of states rights and the extension of slavery.
The resolutions in the compromise provided for the follow-
ing: admission of California to the Union as a free state,
the organization of New t>1exico and Utah territories without
restriction on slavery, the settlement of the Texas debt,
the settlement of boundaries between New Mexico and Texas,
the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, and
a more stringent fugitive slave law. The series of measures
passed into law in September of 1850 were hailed as a solu-
tion to the menace of national division ..
Edgar Harlan in the first volume of A Narrative
Historyof.thePeoEle of Ipwa attributes the issues generated
by the Compromise of 1850 as responsible for " ..... the rapid
disintegration of the Democratic party in the state. 1f His
comments are based to a large extent on the space devoted
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by the press to the issue. Largenumhers o·f Iowans had
been caught up in the migration to California and relatives
were naturally interested in the multi-faceted issues gen-
erated by the compromise. l The issue did not generate the
same degree of interest from the politioal parties in the
state because t.he legislature was heaVily dominated by
Democrat.s in both the Rouse and Senate.
The Whigs, meeting in convention on May 15, 1850,
trumpeted their support of the Union, affirming "That we
cherish an ardent attachment to the union of the S1:ates, and
a firm determination 1:0 adhere to it at all hazards and to
the last extremity." There was, of course, a plank calling
for the admission of California.. The only hint of dissatis-
faction came when the Whigs, though fervently endorsing the
Constitution, stated " •••we are nevertheless free to re-
affirm, as we do now, the opinion, heretofore expressed by
the Whig party in Iowa, that we are in favor of free men,
2free territory, and free States."
The Demoerats, meeting in convention on June 12,
1850, came out with unreserved endorsement of the Compromise
of 1850, with regard to the I'peculiar n institution of
lEdgar Harlan, ed , , A NarrativelU~tory of the People
of Iowa, Vol. I (Chicago: The American H.1.storIoal socIety,
Inc., 1931), p .. 259.
2pairal1, pp. 29-31.
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slavery. They stood firm for the policy of "non-
intervention,l1 adoptin.g the Douglas dootrine of "popular
sovereignty".. They proceeded in their platform to perform
euphemistio circumlocution in endorsing that part of the
compromise which, f1 ••• en f or oe s t.he provisions of the con-
stitution with regard to the reclamation of persons escap-
ing from service ••• t1 • 1
Ansel Briggs on Deoember 3, 1850, delivered his
parting address and touched on the Compromise recently
passed by Congress.. The thrust of his argument. favoring
t.he Comprom.ise was that the issue of slavery, which had
seriously threatened the Un.ion, had been safely laid to rest ..
a.is parting thought was that " ....whatever differences of
opinion may be entertained in regard to this law, i't .is now
our duty 'to support it so long as it remains the law of 'the
land ••• tl.. He tossed in oinchers to augment his reasoning
like, "every lover of the Union, II llevery law-abiding citi-
zen,fl and Hevery friend of Union,""'-what Iowan could have
possibly resisted?2
Governor Stephen Hempeted, delivering his message to
t.he legislature the following day, stated that while
lFairall, pp. 29-31.
2I owa, Legislature, Senate, Journal of the Senate; C?.f
the Third General Assembl of the State ot Iowa, December 3,
1850 Io't'ta City: Palmer and Pau , State Pr nt.ers , 1850 I ,
pp. 16-17. (Hereafter referred to as 3rd SJS.)
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reoognizing that people with different political sentiments
would. censure him, this was the right of free men discussing
public measures. lilt is made my duty by the Constitut.ion
to see that the laws are faithfully executed. This extends
not only to such laws as we believe to be right, but to all
such as are lawfully enacted, until they are repealed, or
deolared unoonstitutional by judicial tribunals .. 1f Like
Governor Briggs, he lauded the citi2e.nry ,saying: " .... no
citizen who loves that Union will violate its laws, or
permit others to do so, if in his power to prevent it. II The
Inaugural Message was unlike any of those in the Territorial
or State period to that date in its singleminded determina-
tion to olarify the issue and set forth a position. All
previous messages of governors had ranged across the land-
scape of necessary legislation. l
The issue of the compromise of 1850 was the SUbject
of a report submitted to the Senate by the Committee on
Federal Relations on December 26, 1850. The report followed
the rationa1eset forth in Governor Hempsted's message and
emphasized that while differences of opinion existed among
Democrats on the specific elements in the Compromise, since
the compromise was the law it must be obeyec!l=
Government pre-supposes obedience to law•••
obedience which disavows resistance by force,
to the execution of the law, and which while
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deeming the law unjust and impolit.io, Beeks
only constitutional means for its ohange. To
rec09nizeany other rule ••• gives us the 1'aost
cruel ofdeiPotisms instead of well regulated
government. l
The Committee then p;roposed a series of resolutions empha-
sizing the primacy of the constitution, ergo, compliance
to the Comp.romise of 1850. It is interesting to note that
the compromise was mentioned only in passing in the pre....
amble and the thrust of the resolution hinged on obedience
to the constitution. The preponderance of Democratic
members in both houses prevented desultory amendments by
Whigs and the resolutions passed both houses without a
recorded vote. 2
The Senate did receive one petition frolu George
Wright, a Whig, II ••• asking that our senators and Represent....
atives in Congress be instructed to procure the immediate
repeal of the fugitive slave laws ••• ", which, as might
have been expected, was consigned to the table by Joseph
Lowe, a Democrat. 3
The lines were drawn and the Democratic platform of
1852 called the Compromise " ••• a final settlement of the
13.rdSJS, December 26, 1850, p , 93.
2I bi d., pp. 90-95.
33r d SJS, December 20, 26, 1850, January 2, 1851,
pp. 74, 89-95, 110.
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question which has so long agitated the country upon the
subject of domestic slavery.ll The Whigs endorsed the
1-1issouri Compromise of 1820 as the final Solution.1
Political mOVes with regard to Blacks seemed to be
in hiatus until the opening salvos of the political cam-
paign of 1854 when the Whigs chose James W. Grimes to run
against Denlocrat Curtis Bates for governor. 'rhere was
little said in the state conventions of either party in
1852 regarding slavery, both parties professed their support
for the union and the Democrats touted the Compromise of
1B50 on domestic slavery as a final settlement of the quas ....
tion.
On January 9, 1854, in the midst: of the Fourth
General Assembly, the Democrats convened to nominate Curtis
Bates for governor and to establish a state platform. The
platform did not broach the subject of slavery, preferring
instead to fI ••• denounce all bickering among ourselves and
most earnestly recommend 'union', harmony, conoession and
compromise as a nucleus for universal observance. fl Little
trouble could arise from a statement like that because it
said nothing and if anyone thought it did, the Democrats
could back away from ite The Democrats also inserted a
resolution calling for the speedy organi2lClti.on of Nebraska
Territory, but refrained from saying how it should be
1Fairall, e 33-34.
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organized.
The Whigs. did not manifest any of the Democratic
timidity in pushing a strong stance with regard to the
organization of Nebraska in line with the Missouri Com-
promise of 1820. Iowa Whigs stated "We most unqualifiedly
and emphatically disapprove of the efforts now being made
in Congress to legislate slavery into the free Territory of
Nebraska." They continued by personally attacking the motiv-
ation of Stephen Douglas of Illinois, architect of the
Ransas-Nebraska Act, by calling the proposition " ••• totally
unreasonable and absurd on its face, conceived in bad faith
and prompted by an ignoble and most unworthy ambition for
party and personal political preferment ...... Considering
the vitriolic nature of this document, it is interesting that
having nominated James W. Grimes for governor, the Whigs
nominated Andrew Jackson Stephens for auditor of the state 1
it would almost appear a profanation of the name. l
James Grimes was elected by a 1,823 vote majority out
of a vote of over 44,000.. The Whigs captured the Bouse of
Representatives and had a nine vote majority; in the Senate
they were a minority, but only by two votes ..
Governor Grimes, in his inaugural message, addressed the
evils of s.lavery and the responsibility of the federal govern-
ment under the Missouri comproItiise to restrain slavery in the
1Fairall, pp. 35-38.
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territories, i.e., those territories that. were a part of
the Louisiana Territory north of 36° 30'. "It becomes the
State of !owa,--theonly free child of the Missouri
Compromise--to let the world know, that she values the
blessings that oompromise has secured to her, and that she
will never oonsent to become a party to the nationalization
of slavery."l
The Kansas Question
The question of slavery extension had become an
issue of national importance accentuated by the problems
developing in Kansas. In 1854, after several months of
bitter debate in the Congress of the United States, the
Kansas-Nebraska Act was passed into law. The bill was in-
tended to reduce ten8ion in t.he struggle between the North
and the Sout.h by allowing Kansas and Nebraska to decide on
the basis of popular sovereignt.y whether or not they would
allow slavery. The act. repealed t.he Missouri Compromise
which had forbid·den slavery in the Louisiana Territory nort.h
of 360 30'. The doctrine of congressional nonintervent.ion
in the t.errit.ories was established, but t.here was also an
influx of advocates and opponent.s of slavery into Kansas.
When the Sixth General Assembly of Iowa met on
lBenjamin F. Shambaugh, ed.,The Messages and
Proclamations of the Governors of Iow
6
a., Vol. II (Iowa City:
The State HIstorIoal socIety ol Iowa, 1903), pp. 10-14.
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2, 1856, David C.. Cloud, a Republican, in'troouoed
House File 2, which was a joint resolution oalling for the
admission of :Kansas as a free s'tat.e.. The following day, a
Saturday morning, Thomas Uardie, a Democrat moved that. the
bill be committed to the Federal Relations Committee, be-
fore any action was taken, the House adjourned for lunch.
On their return Mr. Hardie called the question on his
motion and it was decided twenty-eiqht to thirty-four
against sendinq the bill to committee by a partisan vote,
Democrats favorinq committee study, and Republicans opposed
to it .. l
Winslow Barker proposed the bill be referred to a
Committee of the tlfuole and, failing that, he offered a sub-
stitute bill.. Bis substitute simply called for the Repre-
sentatives and Senators from Iowa to use their influence to
allow a vote of the people of the Territory 1I ••• to form the
character of their institutions subject only to the Constitu-
tions and laws of the United States. 1t While the proposal
sounded harmless enough, the Republicans urged that Iowa's
Senators and Representatives be enooura.ged to reject anything
2less than admission of Kansas as a free state.
lrowa, Legislature, House, Journal of the House of
Re,eresentatives. of the state of Iowa, sixth sessIon,
December 5, 1856 lIowa cIty: Peter l-1oriarty, state printer,
laS7), p .. 41. (Hereafter referred to as 6th SJH.)
26t h SJH, December 6, 1856, p. SO.
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Mr. Cloud moved the sUbetitute to the table which was
done thirty-five to twenty.... seven on a par1:y vote. Mr.
Hardie, a Democrat, then moved that Mr. Cloud's joint resolu-
tion be tabled whioh failed thirty.... six to twenty-seven. The
debate on passing the joint resolution was unresolved on
Sa.turday, but. it was taken up again on Tuesday of the fol-
lowing week and was passed in the House, thirty-eight to
t.wenty-six, again on a party vote. Two Republicans who
missed the vote were allowed to record yes votes. l
It is interesting to note that running concurrently
with the debate on t.he Kansas Resolution, there was a call
for an investigation into Governor Grimes' correspondence
about Kansas to the State Department regarding citi21ens of
Kansas and the welfare of former citizens living in Kansas.
Democrats felt Governor Grimes was actively encouraging
free state forces in Kansas and therefore wanted to check
his correspondence on the matter. He was indeed sympathetic
to the free soil movement in Ka.fisas.. The call for the
letters was made by ~tt .. Hardie, a Democrat, and was laid on
the table.. Thomas Bowen, a Democrat, then moved that the
GoVernor's message regarding Kansas be referred to the
Military Affairs Committee. J. E. Sullivan, a Democrat,
moved to amend, asking that it be changed to the Committee
of the Whole Housel this motion and amendment were laid on
16t h SJH, December 9, 1856, p. 73.
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the table.. Cyrus Franklin, also a Demoorat, moved the bill
be sent to the Federal Relations Committee, which was
adopted.. Thomas Hardie wait.ed eleven days and then moved
that the Federal Relations Committee be instructed to re-
port as early as possible on the Governor's oorrespondence ..
The Republioans moved his motion to the table .. l
On January 6, 1857, t~ .. Hardie once again attempted
to get information On Kansas by instructing an inquiry by
the Committee on Military Affairs into the disposition of
t'State ArnUB II a.nd " ...... the propriety of permittin9 the
rendezvous and drilling, within this State, of Troops in-
tended for the invasion of other states or Territories of
the United States .. 1t The Republioans indulged the Demoorats
on this motion, and it passed with Republicans splitting
their votes fifteen favoring, fifteen opposed and fourteen
not voting.. The report appeared to be a set-up by Mr..
Hardie to show the rather ridiculous nature into whioh the
debate had dissolved.. The report was to be presented on a
Saturday evening, January 24, 1857, with the chairman
dressed in the armor which was kept in the state library;
the interest generated about the report was described as
b.e LnN.•· II 1 1,,- d for~ ,....i•. t·.h 1i:he most intense interest by, all0;;; "::J .... OOhe w
16t.h SJH, December4, 1856, PP. 33-34, and Janua.ry 8,
1857, pp:-ir;-49, 50-53, 73, 109, 110, 162, 171, 217.
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the world, 'including' t.he rest. of mankind .. rtl
The committee reporting on State arms assured t.he
House that " ••• these arms are represent.ed to your committee
to be of the latest and most improved patents, warrented to
kill or cripple in no case whatever ••••We mean the arms of
woman 1 rt Reporting on the rendezvous and drilling of
foreign troops on Iowa soil, the committee allowed that. it
was alright as long as their purpose was " ..... the subjugation
of Border Ruffians; and the planting of t.he strong banner
of freedom upon the soil of 'Poor Bleeding Kansas'." They
gave an additional endorsement in verse;
That foreiqn troops may ever drill
Upon our soil for luck;
Shriek for Freedom, Shriek at will,
And show t.he world their pluck.
On the setting up of a milit.ia, the fighting popUlation was
to be set up as follows: "All persons under one year of
age, as infant.-ry,n and "All persons disposed to ride a high
horse as dragons .. fl The committee also stated that, !JAIl
persons who have expressed or conceived the idea that this
Legislature is not the most industrious, the most economical,
the most orderly, grave and profound body, ever assembled
in this House, shall constitute a 'forlorn hope,' their case
being hopeless. n The report 'l'1hile providing a highly
16thSJH, January 6, 1857, pp. 183-184, and January
24, 1957; pp. 454-458.
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enjoyable interlude in the debat.e is hardly indioat.ive of
serious debat.e, but perhaps a recognition that. politicians
were "playing politics with national issues."l
The Governor's oorrespondenoe with the President.
generated interest in the Senat.e as well; H. F. Cleaver, a
Republioan, had a letter from Governor Grimes to the
President read to the Senate. W. A. Thurston, a Democrat,
then moved to have all the Governor's oorrespondence with
regard to Kansas laid before the Senate. Jairus Neal moved
for a vote on the motion, but. Lyman Cook, a Republioan,
moved the sUbjeot be laid on the t.able. His motion prevailed
seventeen t.o sixteen with five Republioans voting with the
Demoorats to keep the motion from being tabled. Mr.. Neal
then proposed that the bill requiring Senate aocess to the
Governor's correspondenoe be taken from the table and re-
ferred to a committee, but this also lost. 2
On December 1" IB56, the Senate considered the House
resolution dealing with the Kansas quest.ion. David Brigham,
a Demoorat., moved a suDst.itute resolut.ion very similar to
what. Winslow Barker had tried in the House: t.his called for
federal proteotion of all persons living in Kansas and
16t h SJH, January 6, 24, IB51, pp. 183-184, 454-458.
:2 Iowa, Legislature , Sana1:::a 'o:..J;;;..o-::u;;;..r;..,;.n_a""lr-:::;-:-:::-.-...:~~::'L"'::":=--.:r
the Sixth General Assembl of the State of
1956 ~Iowa Cty: PeterMor arty,.stata pr
23. (Hereafter referred to as 6th SJS .. )
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urged that the people of Kansas be permitted to decide on
the question of "domestic slavery". His substitute went a
step further than Mr. Barker's in that his contained the
following hope: 1J ••• thatthe people of Kansas will at a
proper time organize and adopt for the government a. consti-
tution prohibiting the institution of domestic slavery.... II •
His resolution lost on a straight party vote thirteen to
nineteen. l
The Democrats then attempted several mnendments to
H.F. 2 which lost by partisan votes.. Samuel Kirkwood, a
Republican, took the Democratic substitute resolution and
moved to amend it adding that the establishment 1J •••o£
human slavery or polygamy is not essential to the free en-
joyment by them of the rights of self-government .. " T~. A.
Thurston, a Democrat, called for a division of the questions
of slavery and polygamy, but the chair, controlled by the
Republicans, ruled that the question was not divisible. The
Democrats Who might have been able to ret.urn to their con-
stit.uen.t.s havin.g shown a record of favoring free elect.ions
in the Territory of Kansas on the slavery question could
not afford t.o be saddled with voting in favor of polygamy.
When the amendment came up again on January 20, 1857, Henry
Trimble, a Democrat, accentuated the deleterious nature of
Mr. Kirkwood's amendment and moved to add after polygamy,
SJS, December 17, 1856, pp. 128-129 .
..;...,~~-,~~
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tI •••Horse stealinq, Whiskey Drinkinq, Land Piracy, Murder,
Arson, Counterfeiting, and Ignoranoe .. " Mr.. Trimble's
mot.ion was laid on t.he table. The 'Whole excursion wi t.h the
subst.itute to H.F .. 2 was allowable only beoause of
Republican complicity in political hay making as they could
have laid the sUbstitute on the table at any point ..
When t.he vote on H.F. 2 came, there was an unsuocess-
ful attempt by James Test, a Democrat, to amend and have
the Senators and Representatives from Iowa instructed to
..... support the principal and acts of 1950," but the
Republicans easily had the amendment. laid on the table.
B.F. 2 calling for admission of Kansas as a free state, was
adopted on January 22, 1856, in the Senate by a strict: part:y
vote .. l
The Sevent:h General Assembly appeared loat:h to debate
another resolution on Kansas.. The resolution which passed
the Sixt.h Session had occupied a great deal of time. The
Seventh Session saw different bills come up in t.he House and
Senate wit.h a net result of no legislation passing the
General Assembly in regard to Kansas ..
James Wilson, a Republican in the House, introduced
a resolution of instruction to the Senators and Representa-
tives from Iowa concerning the admission of Kansas into
1 6t h SJS, December 9, 10, 16, 18, 19, 1856, pp. 59,
68, 115, 12'-131, 138, 151 ..
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the Union as a free state on January 18, 1858. John Clark,
a Demoorat, moved to lay the bill on the table, have it
printed and made a speoial orde.r of business, but his motion
failed thirty-three to thirty-five with all those opposed
being Republioans.. The bill came before the House as a
Committ.ee of the Whole and passed second reading forty to
t.wenty-six; the follOWing day it. passed third reading t.hirty-
nine t.o twenty-six,. both were partisan party votes.. The
record of the bill in the Senate does not appear in that
journ.al but there is notifioation of passage. l
In the Senate, John Rankin, a Republioan, introduoed
S.. :F. 10, a joint resolution hostile to the admission of
Kansas to statehood under the Le Compton Constitut.ion whioh
was pros1avery in nature. This resolution was read a first
and second time and referred to the Committee on Federal
Relations. The bill passed the Senate January 21, 1858, by
twenty-two to twelve on a strict. party vote. On Ja.nuary 22,
1858, the resolution was ret.urned to the Senate with notice
of having passed the House without amendmant. 2 Not.ioes in
2I OW(i , Legislature, .. Senate, Journal of the. Senate of
the Sevent.h General Assembl of the St.ateof Iowa, January
19, 20, 1, 22, 2 , 185 Des Mo nest J.Teesda e, St.ate
Print.er, 1858), pp. 81-84, 90, 93,. 96, 103, 105. (Here-
aft.er referred to as 7th SJS.)
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both houses indioatedthat bot.h resolutions passed, but
t.here was no record of their existenoe in Aots and Resolu-
tions Passed at the Regular Session of the Seventh General
AssemblX.. The faot. that: neither the House nor the Senate
wanted to spend a great deal of time on Kansa.s but were
anxious to move on the current national debate in the Dred
Scott decision of the Supreme court tends to show that with
Republioans in oontrol, they could move with rapidity or
prolong debat.e with at least a part.ial eye on poli.tical
consequences.
Looking back t.o t.he Fifth State Legislative session
there were other issues regardinq the disposition of Blacks
which had been brought up ..
In the Senate, Democrat. James Love, introduced a
joint resolution which passed all three readings on
January 17, 1855. His bill, which was to pass both houses,
called for Iowa's Senators and Representatives to use
their influence to establish a regular line of stea:mers to
enhanoe trade between the coast of Afrioa and the United
States. The interest of the bill, however, was not to en-
hanoe trade but rather to encourage the American Coloni~a-
ti S i t n in ...."'''' accomp·lishment of their well ...... oDooey, •••... W!~
k.nown and benevolent objeot~.... the civilization and
christianization of Afrioa, and building up a home for the
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colored populations of the United States."l The bill was
to facilitate the shipping of free Blacks from the United
States back to Afrioa.
The House on receivi.ng the bill subjected it to
greater scrutiny than the Senate because of its ~fuig major-
ity. An attempt by Joshua Tracy, a Democrat, to suspend
the rUles and pass the bill through all three readings '(",as
countered by Micajah Williams, a Whig, calling for indefin-
ite postponement. A vote was called for on Mr. Williams'
proposal by a Democrat and the attempt to indefinitely
postpone failed fifteen to forty-six. All fifteen voting
for postponement were Mligs, however, twenty-one Whigs
opposed such a move.
Jacob Rogers, a wl1ig who had just. voted unsuccess-
fUlly to postpone, now moved to amend the bill to strike
ou t r II any free negro (sic) and mulat to II and t.o insert,
fl ....person not a nati.ve of the United States, who shall
wish to return to the place of his nativity ••• 11 which would
have provided some protection for Blacks not Wishing to
return to Africa. Mr. Tracy, who had praviously tried to
lAuthorized Reprint of the Acts, Resoluti9ns.and
Mem(n:ials Passed at the Regular SessIon of. thew Fl.fth .General
AssembIyol the State of· Iowa lDes Moines: Robert Henderson,
State PrInter, 1913), p. 190, (Hereafter referred to as ARM
5th GAS); See also Iowa, Legislature, Senate, Journal 0; tlie
Senate of the State of Iowa, fifth session, January I', !§S5
(Iowa cIty:. D.. A. 1'1ahony and J" D. norx , state printers,
1855), p. 221" (Hereafter referred to as 5th SJS.)
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facilitate passage by a suspension of the rules now moved
Mr. Rogers amendment to the table.
Samuel Russell, whose earlier resolution on slavery
was to be left hanging at the end of the session, now moved
that the bill on African Colonizati.on be indefinitely post-
poned, but his attempt failed sixteen to fifty-t.hree.
Again, all sixteen. favoring postponement were Whigs, but
twenty-one Whigs voted not to poaepone , The bi.ll then
moved to the final question of passage and on a vote of
thirty-five to twenty-five the bill passed. On the final
question of passage, twelve Whigs voted for passage, t.wenty-
three opposed and five did not vote. l
On the same date that the Colonization Resolution
was approved, January 24, 1855, the Democrats met and set
forth a platform plank that read, "That the efforts being
made to colonize free negros (sic) in their native land, is
a measure that commends itself to every philanthropist as
being the only favorable plan for the ult.im.ate aocomplish-
:2
ment of the first wish of every friend of freedom. 1f
Thus, though the House was dominated by Whigs in the
1I owa , Legislature, !-rouse, Journal of the House of
Representatives of the State of Iowa, lIlth regular sessIon,
January 20, 1B~5 (Iowa city: D. A. Mahony and J. B. Dorr,
state printers, 1955), pp. 379, 380. (Hereafter referred
to as 5th SJH e )
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Fifth State Legislature, they had accommodated the
Democratic platform. It is true that the rationale used in
the bill brought out ideas such as opening trade with
Liberia as a souroe of profit, and the inability of stopping
the slave trade from the colonies on the ooast of Africa»
however, the title of the bill belied its true intent--to
remove numbers of free Blaoks from the United States.
The Sixth General Assembly (December 1, 1856....
January 20, IB57) with the debate over Kansas, provided
grist for politioal platforms in 1857.. The Republioans,
meeting in Iowa City on August 19, la57, covered much of
the old familiar ground. They recognized that the repeal of
the Missouri Compromise of 1820 by the Kansas-Nebraska Act
had made the national domain the battleground between free-
dom and slavery advocates. Finally, they condemned the de-
cision of the Supreme Court in the Dred Scott case as it
overthrew the Missouri Compromise which they endorsed.
There was even a proposal embodied in the Republican plat-
form to remove U.. S .. soldiers from Kansas and send them to
Utah where the authorit.y of the United Stat.es was being
openly defied. l
The Seventh General Assembly was relatively quiet on
the slavery issue. A bill whioh did oause partisan strife
was S.F. 144, reported by Samuel Kirkwood, a Republioan,
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which raked the decision of t.he Supreme Court in the Soott
versus Sanfo·rd case • The bill on a straight part:y vote
passed the Senate twenty to twelve and was also to pass t.he
House with ease.. The joint. resolution chose to treat
escaped slaves as persons and not as slaves; as persons
they were to be allowed to payoff a debt which was their
value as lost property, but they would not be returned to
slavery. "Resolved, That the State of Iowa will not allow
slavery within her boundaries in any for~m or under any pre-
text, for any time however short, be the consequenoes what
they may.n l
In a survey of selected national issues, regarding
Blacks, party lines were clearly drawn and the politioians
appeared to revel in the rhetoric of partisan politics ..
There is, however, an emotional intensity that
appears to grow more pronounced as the issues, national Ln
scope become more sectional in nature.. It was a difficult
partisan issue to debate popular sovereignty and slavery
extension with ubleeding Kansas" at the doorstep ..
Issues in the national arena which once seemed trivial
appeared later in a more solemn light.. The Republicans
1 7t h SJS, March 8, 17, 23, 1858, pp. 413, 555, 610,
614. See also Acts and Resolutions of the Re ular Sessions
of the Seventh General Assemb of the State of Iowa, re-
prInt (Des Mo nea s J.. Tees a e, State Pr nter, 1 55), pp ,
276-277. (Hereafter referred to as J\.R 7th G~S)
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attempted to make light of the fact that Iowa was aloof
from the armed struggl~ in Kansas, but abolitionists and
the underground railroad were operating: there was no
unanimity of opinion as to the wisdom of Iowa's involvement
in Kansas.
As issues in national politics beaame more heated,
the intensity of partisan politics in Iowa also seemed to
become more acute. The Republican party OaIne to control
Iowa politics in 18S6 and because of control of the legisla-
ture and all major state offices, was able 1:0 oontrol legis-
lation which served to accentuate party loyalties on
national issues.
Chapter 4
CORRELATIVE NATIONAL POLITICAL ISSUES
Andrew Jackson's Fine
Throughout. the period, 1838-1860, the journa.ls of
the House and counoil of the Territory of Iowa. and the
House and Senate of the State of Iowa report intense par-
tisan debate over oontemporary national issues. such debate
resulted in no signifioant legislative action, but. deserves
study beoause the issue-orientation of both parties
acoentuated party loyalties.
One of the issues to find its way int.o the terri-
torial legislature was a bill oalling for repayment of a
fine imposed on Andrew Jaokson shortly after t.he Battle of
New Orleans. A federal district judge, Dominiok A. Hall,
who had earlier been arrested by Jaokson While New Orleans
was under martial law, summoned Jaokson to court, held him
1in oontempt, and fined him $1,000. The Congress of the
United States, SOIne thirty yea.rs later was to repay the
fine, prinoipal and interest; however, it was also a topic
for part.isan debate in the state and territ.orial 1egi8la-
tures of the nation.
On February 10, 1843, in the Fifth Territorial House,
1Robert. V. Remini, Andrew Jaokso~ (New York: Harper
and Row, 1966), p. 76.
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a bill was introduced 11relative to the repaymen.t of the
fine imposed upon General 'Jackson. II The bill did. not come
to the floor of the House for debate until 2:00 p.m.,
February 15, 1843, just three days before adjournment. The
bill, H.R. 120, calling for the repayment of the fine by the
Iowa territorial legislature 'Was oonsidered by a Committee
of the Whole. The bill being reported to the House was
amended by George Walworth, a Whig, who wanted inserted
that, " ••• nothing contained in theSe resolutions shall be
construed as to reflect: any disrespect upon the conduct
and decision of Judge Hall, in imposing said fine .. " His
amendment lost twelve to fourteen with tlll'higs favoring the
move and Democrats uniformly against. l
Undeterred, Mr. Walworth softened his amendment to
~ead that the resolution should not be oonstrued " ••• as to
cpress any opinion ••• " about JUdge Ball's conduct or deoi-
.don.. His motion lost again by the same reoorded vote.
Paton Wilson, a Whig, moved to adjourn but that motion lost.
Thomas Rogers moved to suspend the rules and have a
third reading of the bil11 the vote was seventeen to nine,
so the motion lost as it failed to obtain two-thirds neces-
sary for a suspension of the rules.. David Sales, a Whig,
lrowa, Legislature, House, ':!outnal of the House of
Reresentatives of the Fift.hLeislat:tve AssembI of the
Terr:ttor1o Iowa, February 15, 8 Iowa C ty: W:tllam
Czum , la~3), pp. 328, 329. (Hereafter referred to as 5th
';'HJ $)
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moved to adjourn, but again this move lost. Mr.. Rogers
moved that the resolution be engrossed and be ordered to a
third reading the following o.a1"i this passed sixteen to t:en .. l
On February 16, 1843, when B.R.. 120 was brought: up
for third reading, Frederick Andros" a Democrat" moved to
amend the resolution by adding, "That we believe the fine
imposed by Judge Hall on General Jackson, was uncalled for
by the circumstances of the case, and was an act of injustice
to the veteran hero, savoring of the spirit of vindictive ....
ness and jealousy. 11 After haVing made the motion to amend,
he then asked leave to withdraw it which was granted eighteen
to five. The move, considering Mr .. Walworth's motions the
preceeding day with regard to JUdge Hall's actions, appeared
as a Democratic attempt to inflame partisan passions. 2
Isaac Lewis, a Whig, moved to amend by adding- the
statement: 1I ••• That the present Legislative Assembly pay
General Jackson back the fine imposed on him by JUdge Hall,
and that each member of this Legislature pay his propor-
tional part ••• " to which Abner Hackleman moved to amend the
amendment: n Provided, the gentleman from. Van Burell (Mr •
Lewis) be employed to carry the same to General Jackson, and
deliver the same without any compensation." His motion lost,
1 5t h THJ, February 15, 1843, pp. 328, 329.
25t h THJ, February 16, 1843, p. 323.
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and on a vote of One to twenty-two so did Mr. Lewis' amend-
ment. On the question of passage1 the bill, inanities
aside, passed nineteen to seven .. l
The bill was taken up in the Senate on the same day
and on second reading John Cook, a ~Jhig, moved to table, but
this motion lost six to seven. Shepherd Leffler t.hen moved
the resolution to third reading the following day which
passed eight to five. John Elbert, a Whig, later the same
day moved the bill to third reading by a suspension of the
rules whioh passed w'ithout a recorded vote: then .. on his
motion, the resolution was laid on the table. 2
The bill had successfully negotiated both houses
which was to be expeoted sinoe Democrats controlled both,
but then was left ignom.iniously to lie on the table--an
interesting study in the creation and continuation of a
partisan political issue.
The Sixth Territorial Legislature took up a resolu-
tion introduced in the House Thomas Rogers, a DeInOCrat,
relative to the repa~nent of the fine imposed on General
Jackson. The bill caused no partisan amendments this time,
1 5t h THJ, February 16, 1843, p. 323.
Iowa,
16, 1843, pp. 328, 329; see also
of the Council of th~
of Iowa,
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and passed all three readings in three days with a final
vote of twenty-one to threet three Whi.gs joined in support
of the proposal.
The Senate reoeived the resolution and the subject
was moved to the table by Francis Springer, a Whig, subject
to call. This motion passed seven to six.. Francis Gehon,
a Democrat, moved to bring the resolution from the table
but this motion failed four to eight; this was on February
15, 1844.. The bill was not taken from the table and thus
it was essentially a dead issue. l
February 16, 1844, a bill pa.ssed the national con-
gress for a remission of Jackson's $1,000 fine plus interest
which brought the total to some $2,732 which Jackson was
to accept, u ••• as a kind of vindication for his personal
honor. n2
The War With r-1exico
The first Legislature of the State of Iowa found the
Whigs in control of the House by a six vote major! ty 't'il'hile
lIowa, Legislature, Council, Journal of the Council
of the Sixth (':renera1 Assembl of the Ter.rltorol Iowa,
February '2, ·15,1844 Burlington: James: G. Edwards, 1844),
pp. 137 t 140, 210, 215. (Hereafter referred to. as 6th TCJ,,};
see also Iowa, Legislature,. House, Journal .. of •.the House. of
ReE.resentatives .of the Sixth .Le9islatlve Assembly ol th~
Territo;y of Iowa, January 28, 29, 1844 (Dubuque: ~"lilson_
and Keeseoker, Printers, 1844), pp. 148,151,173. (Here
after referred to as §th THq,.)
2Remini, Andrew Jackson, p. 186.
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the Democrats controlled the Senat:.e by three votes. Issues
related to the war with Mexico provoked lively partisan
debatea between Whigs and Democrats ..
The Democrats met. on September 24, 1846, and strongly
endorsed the war and denounced those opposed to it, compar-
ing them to those who had opposed the War with Britain in
1812. One of the planks in their platform set forth the
rationale for the war as " ••• repeated unjust aggression of
the Mexican people and Mexican government [which have) long
since called for a redress •••• tf A second plank lauded
"General Taylor and our little army,fI assuring them that
II ..... they would not be exposed to a shot in their rear from
Washingt.on, like Scott. 111
The Whigs who met the following day touched on the
war very briefly st.ating fl that the annexation of Texas is
not a peaoeful a.cquisition tf The Governor, Ansel Briggs,
a Democrat, had declared the war was started by an act of
"texico. 2
The legislature took up the issue with partisan gusto.
It was James Davis, a Whig, who initiated a. resolution, S .. F ..
6, dealing with the Mexican War. The resolution introduoed
laerbert. S .. Fairall, ad .. , }<l!anual of low-a.Polit.ics..
(Iowa City: Republican Steam Printing House and BIndery,
1882), pp. 16-18.
2I bi d •
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by Mr. Davis began with a Preamble of just.ifioation for the
war with Mexico:
Whereas, our count.ry is nO'll>1 involved in a war
with the Republic of Mexico--a war unjustly foroed
upon the United States by innumerable outrages on
the part of that.republic--by the flagrant viola-
tions of the most solemn treaty f:l1:ipulations--bY
her perfidious seizures and imprisonrnent of
unoffending citizens of the United States, by her
repeated insults of our national honor, and her
gross indignities to those whom our Government
is bound to protect from injury, and whose wrongs,
when forbearance ceaSes to be a virtue, it is
her duty to avenge, and finally, by her last
crowning act of insolence, in the invasion of
American soil and murder of American citizens,
without the intervention even of a formal
declaration of war •••
After introduction and first reading, December 15, 1846, the
Senate adjourned. On reconvening Milton Browning, a tVhig,
moved that the Preamble be referred to the Corranittee on
Military Affairs. This motion failed, but the Wh.igs suc-
ceeded in tabling the reSOlution. A month later the
Democrats brought it from the table for further considera-
tion. l
~{r. Browning then moved that a copy of the resolu-
tion be sent to Santa Anna, the Mexican commander. R. R.
IJam.es Davis is listed in t.he Iowa state Almanac and
Statistical Register of 1960, as a Whig, but his voting be-
havior would tend to support the idea that he was a
Democrat. The only difference that would ~e mani,fested.with
regard to the issue 't4ould be that the part.1.sanshl.p would be
more pronounced. [Iowa, Legislat.ure, Senate, Journal of the
Senate of the First General Assembl of the State of Iowa,
December 15, 1946 an January 9, 1841 Iowa C ty: lL H.
Palmer, Printer, 1847), pp. 48, 83-84. (Hereafter referred
to as 1st. SJS.)]
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Harbour, a Democrat., cat.ehing t.he spirit. of the debate,
moved, If ••• that. Mr. Brown.ing bea committ.ee of one eo con-
vey said resolut.ion, and t.hat t.he army and navy of t.he State
of Iowa form an escort." His mot.ion lost without a re-
corded vote and Mr. Browning's lost one to sixteen. There
were then several attempts to amend and to adjourn, all of
1which failed.
Francis Springer, a Whig, came back i01;O the fray by
moving to amend the preamble by adding the word "president,"
which caused the preamble to read: IIWhereas, our country
is now involved in a war with the Republic of Mexico--a war
unjustly forced upon. the United States by the President."
This amendment lost seven to eleven as a straight party
split. Mr. Sanford moved to make the Preamble leSii; odious
by striking out everything after the word "MeXico, fI but his
proposal lost six to eleven with the Whigs favoring the
move and Democrats opposed ..
Then Francis Springer offered a substitute preamble
and joint resolution. His sUbstit.ute resolution acknowledged
that the united. states was engaged in a war with Mexico
and called for a vigourous prosecution for " ••• a speedy and
honorable termination to the war •••• 11 while also thanking
the gallant officers and soldiers of the American army.
James Davis, the original author of the resolution, would
lIst SJS, January 8, 1841, p. 19.
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have nothing to do with the substitute. When Springer's
substitute bill was brouqht to a vote it lost seven to
twelve on a straight party vote, except for Mr. Davis who
voted against the substitute.
The Whi.gs were particularly disturbed by the fifth
section regarding the president:
Resolved, that the ability and promptitude
manifested by James K. Polk and his Cabinet in
the prosecuti.on of the existing war with the
Mexican Republi.c, entitles them to the highest
confidence and esteem of the people over wh~se
destinies they have been called to preside.
A division of the question was allowed on each part
of the resolution separately. All parts of the resolution
were passed with bipartisan support (19-0, 15-4) except
for the preamble (12-7) and section five (12-7) relating to
President Polk; those two parts caused a strict party split ..
Evan Jay, a Whig, tried to amend the title to read
IIA Joint Resolution in relation to Buncomb," but his motion
lost two to sixteen. The bill then passed On to the House
where the political affiliation was slanted toward the Whigs
2
rather than toward the Democrats.
S .. P. 6 after first reading in the House survived an
immediate attempt by William Cochran, a ~~ig, to table it.
lIst SJS, January 9, 1841, p. 85.
21s t SJS, December 15, 1846, January 8, 9, 1847, pp ..
45, 79-87 ..
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nis motion lost. ten t.o twenty-three with all ten voting to
table being Whigs; however, there was bipart.isan support.
not to table. The bill was then t.abled with the stipulation
that it be made the order of the House at a specific future
date .. l
When the bill was next considered on January 15,
1847, Elijah Sells, a Whig, moved to strike out the pre-
amble and insert a preamble more in keeping with Whig
principles--
Whereas our country is now involved in a war
with Mexico--a war which t.he ex-President. Martin
Van Buren used his influence to avert--a war
which the illustrious Senator Thomas H. Benton
of Missouri, t.hought would be the inevitable
result of the annexation of Texas, and whioh we
believe is the main cause of the existence of
said war with Mexico, and, whereas, notwith-
standing the country is involved in a war, which
better counsels might have avoided, still we deem
it the bounden duty of every Anterican to stand
fast by his country, and render her every aid and
comfort in his qower in order the sooner to term-
inate said war.
The Democrats, although in the minority, were not
without a response.. Irad C. Day, a Democrat, offered all.
amendment to the amendment "That the editors of all news-
papers in Mexico be requested to give the preamble offered
lIowa, Legislature, House, Journal of the House of
gepresentatives of the Gener~lAssemhlYfo~ th.,eStateof,
Iowa, January 12, 184' (BurIJ.ngt.on: PrJ.nted at the Ha\;fK-
eye Office, 1847), p .. 137 .. (Hereafter referred to as 1st
SJH. )
21s t SJH, January 15, 1847, p .. 154.
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by the gentleman from Muscatine ,·as an amendment to the
preamble and resolutions passed by the Senate, three inser-
tions, and forward their bills to the House of RepreSenta-
tives of Iowa." His proposal lost seven to 't:.wenty-seven1
he next moved to have the resolutions referred to t.he
standing committee on Militia which was approved twenty-two
to thirteen, all thirteen voting against being Whigs. l
There were two reports delivered from the Commit.tee
on the Militia. The majority report heartily endorsed the
passage of the Davis resolution as it came from the Senate.
In their report they cited justifications for such resolu-
tions from the War of Hll2 when those states who did not
pass such resolutions " •••were charged at the time wi.th a
sympathy for, and an ambition to favor the cause of the enemy
rather than that of their own country, which charge with
lapse of time has almost ripened. into a.nestablished conclu-
sion." The Committee gave a history of events leading up
to the war, as well as vigorous support for the war by
Whigs. The Committee report in essence made it appear
2traitorous not to support the resolutions. Stewart Goodrell
moved the report tabled subject to a call of the House which
was agreed on a seventeen to fourteen partisan vote.
SJH, January 15, 1847, p. 155.
----
21s t SJH, February 15, 1847, pp. 302-305.
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Samuel Olmstead. of the Committee on the Milit.ia made
two attem.pts to call up SaFe (Ii and was successful on his
seoond call, February 22, 1847, whioh was just t.hree days
prior to the end of the session. Nelson King', a Whiq
member of the Committ.ee on the Militia obtained permission
to present the minority report of the committee Which
differed from the majority insofar as they did not. want the
Senate resolution adopt.ed because they could not abide the
part which " ••• extols the acts of the President and his
cabinet. ........ I! They presented a substitute which was very
nearly that offered by Elijah Sells earlier in the session. l
Mr. Sells moved to have the House concur in the
minority report. and immediately George Montague, a Democrat,
moved to have the House concur in the majority report.. The
House disposed of Mr. Montague's motion by a partisan vote,
seventeen to nineteen, and the question then moved to f.ir ..
Sells' motion.
William Cochran, a Whig, moved to add an additional
resolution to the minority report. uResolved, That. in case
of any acquisit.ion of 'l'erritory to the United States at the
termination of said war, and t.he establishment. of peace be-
tween the t.wo nat.ions, it is earnestly recommended that the
evil of slavery or involuntary servitude ••• be forever pro-
hihited within the limits of said aoquired territory.u The
lIst. SJH, February 22, 1847, pp. 376-377.
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House adopted the addition of the resolution twenty-six to
nine. While all nine voting- agains.t the proposal were
Democrats, seven anti-slavery Democrats voted to support
the resolution. l
As happened in the Senate, the Rouse chose to con-
sider each section of the resolution sepa.rately and the
first three parts passed with only Samuel Olmst.ead voting
against section one and two. The first three sections
called for npeace on honorable terms," a declaration that
peace was only possible through a vigorous prosecution of
the war, and then extended thanks to the army for their
2
efforts.
William Lyons, a Democrat, prior to the vote on the
preamble, moved to amend by striking- the words ~'Which
better counsel might have avoided. u This was approved nine-
teen to seventeen with four t~gs voting with the Democrats
to strike the offending words. A motion by Irad Day that
the whole preamble be stricken, however, lost seventeen to
eighteen with the Whigs refusing t.o bend quite that much.
On the quest.ion of final passage of the preamble the House
split strictly along party lines, twenty favoring and
-------
, February 22, 1841, pp. 317-319.
2I bi d ..
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fifteen against. l
For all of the debate created, the partisan feelings
generated and party spleen vented, S .. F .. \5 a.nd its substitute
in the House, a. R.. 31, die<L They presented the parties
with an issue: legislators now became florid in presenting
their case to the people, but nothing- of substance was
done. Passage of the resolution would have done little
substantive good anyway since the war was alrea.dy in
progress.
On June 11, 1947, the Democrats in Iowa adopted at
their convention a platform which concentrated principally
on giving a ringing endorsement of President Polk, pushing
the idea that the United States became engaged in the war
against her will and villifying the Whigs. " .....we indig-
nantly repel the charge made by the Whig press and the Whig
leaders, that the war is one of agqression and conquest. n
They appeared undatarred by the fact that the majority re-
port of the Committee of the Militia in the aouse during
the First Regular Session pushed the idea that \fuiqs were
endorsing the Mexican campaign.:2 The Whigs met but did. not
pass any resolutions in 1947.
Iowa Whigs in convention on ~my 11, 1948, took a last
11 SJ!!., February 22, rs 47 r p , :3 eo e
2Fairall, 1'1'. 19-20.
swipe at James K. Polk when they called his elevation to
the presidency a "sad mishap for the An'lerican govern-
ment. . • • .. They thereby implied tha.t the ~"ar with Mexico
was brought on by the chief executive. The issue was to
cease with the inaugeration of a Whig president, Zachary
1Taylor, in 1849.
IFairall, p. 22.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
This study of the two-party system in Iowa from 1839
to IB60 has identified a marked di.fference between the be-
lief systems of the Democratic and Whig part.ies and later
the Democratic and Republican par1::.ies. The contrast.ing
belief systems were manifested in the voting behavior of
the two part.ies on specific legis1ative issues. That the
population of Iowa accommodated these divergent beliefs and
provided representation, albeit lopsided, of those parties
in her legislative bodies served to give the issues an
airing in the political arena.
Some of the issues studied were desultory; such was
the case in the debates over Jackson's fine. That issue
served primarily as a means of inflaming partisanship and
venting political emotions.
The legislation on Blacks in Iowa, however, gives a
clear picture of party cleavage on an issue of emotional
intensity which split the nation and the political parties
during the pre-Civil War period. Iowa politicians appeared
to struggle with the issue both as a sectional matter within
the state as well as a divisive party issue. From the Black
Code drawn up in Iowa's First Territorial Legislature,
through the debates over admitting the evidence of Blaoks
in trials involving white defendants, Iowa's two political
90
parties appeared to hold. a fairly uniform position whether
Democrat., Whig or Republican.
The t.wo parti.es also t.ook definite stands on the
banking issue during the territorial and early statehood
period. And these stands derived from a significant ideolog-
ical cleavage on the issue.. Democrats in Iowa were anti-
bank and thereby revealed their commitment to the Jacksonian
tradition. This position showed itself most clearly on the
issue of the Miners Bank of Dubuque. On the same issue the
Whigs tended to be pro-bank.
It is necessary to look at the banking question with
care, however. It was primarily banks-of-issue, and
specifically the Miners Bank of Dubuque, that drew 'the in-
tense hostility of the "radical" Democrats in Iowa.. There
was an accommodation to a banking system in Iowa, even when
the state was under Democratic leadership.
There are other areas that could be profitably ex-
plored to further enlighten the Iowa political stage during
the territorial and early statehood periods. Some of these
areas are the voting behavior of the two parties on the
issues of statehood, oomm.on sohools, the Indian question and
the adoption of Iowa's constitutions. The format for such
debates would have been set by the political parties. There
was more than just a scramble for office manifested by the
political parties, they represented a fairly consistent
ideological pattern t4hich served to give Iowans a real choice
on many issues.
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Table 3-
Iowa Senate Scale of Voting on S F 61 A
Instruct.ing Iowa's senat.orsand·R;pre;entJ~intResolution
Their Influence in Fa.vor of a Law proh1bi~!S to. Exert
Introduction.of Slavery in Territories Whe~~ i~e
Was not. Alread.y Reco9nized at the Time of its
Cession to the United States.
Iowa, State Senate, 1849.
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John Ge Cook W
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John Fe Sanford W
Francis Springer W
James Sprott W
Loring Wheeler W
George Wright W
Thomas Espy D
John Howell 0
Barney Royston 0
John J. Sellman 0
Freeman Alger D
Philip Bradley D
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R. R. Harbour 0
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coefficient of reproducibility
D=Democrat N==nay
aIssue 1. Yea on a motion by Cook to amend I1Resolved that
our Senators and Representatives are hereby in-
structed to prevent by their votes and influenoe
the admission of any new state into the Onion as
a slave state ell Yea-1, Nay-9. (Iowa State,
Journal of the Senate, 2nd Leglslative Assembly,
IS4§-SO, p. 189.) .
bIssue 2.. Yea on a motion by Cook:. t.o amend I'Resolved 1 That
it. is the duty of the Federal Government to re-
lieve itself from all responsibility for the
existence or continuance of slavery Wherever that
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Government. possesses constitut.ional authorit.y to
legislate on that subject and iti$ thus respons-
ible for its existence .. IT Yea-7 I' Nay-9.. (Iowa
State, .Journal of the Senate, 2nd Legislative
Assembly, 1849-50, p ... 189 .. )
Yea on a. motion by Espy to have a third reading
of the resolution and passage; n:aesolved that
whenever Congress shall be required t.o aot upon
the question of slavery in any of the territories
now free and. belonging to the United Stat.es, our
Senators be instructed and our Representatives
requested, to exert their influence in favor of a
la.w prohibiting the introduction of the institu-
tion of slavery within any such territory .. "
yea.... ll, Na.y-5. (Iowa State, Journal of the Senate,
2nd Legislative Assembly, 1849-50, pp .. 189, 404.)
Map 2
voting in the Senate on a Bill to prohibit.
Federal Involvement in allowing spread to
sla.very int.o the "territ.ories
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Table 2
Iowa House Scale of Voting on S.. F. 61, A Joint Resolution
Instructing Iowa's Senators and Representatives to Exert
Their Influence in Favor of a Law Prohibiting the
Introduction of Sla.very in Territories Where it
Was not Already Recognized at the Time of its
Cession to the United States ..
Iowa, State House, 1849.
Representatives Party Score
Y N
Pro
lAB: 2AD
John Alexander
Lysander Babbitt
William Baker
James D. Bourne
Andrew Collins
John L. Corse
George Davidson
t'1illard Elmer
John D. Evans
Joseph B. Flint.
l>ianly Gifford
Joseph E. Harrison
William Jaoobs
John Penny
William C. Read
Reuben Riggs
Nathan G. Sales
Thomas L. Sargent
Michael H. Walker
George tveyland
Smiley H. Bonham
Isaac W. Griffith
Dennis A. Mahoney
Cave J. McFarland
Samuel Nort.on
Sidney Wood
Jeremiah C. Betts
William M. Allison
Mark Borroughs
Stewart Goodrell
Abner H. McCrary
Josiah ,J. Mcr.ianronan
George D. Stephenson
Abraham Timmons
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Representatives Party Score
Y N
Pro
lAa 2Ab
Wright Williams
Samuel Woodworth
H. R. Thompson
w
W
t4
x
X
X
x
X
X
Coefficient of reproducibility=
D=Democrat R=Republican
alasue 1. Yeas on the question of Whether to take the Joint
Resolution on slavery in the territories from the
table for debate, this would have required that
the question be directly confronted.. Yea-16,
Nay-21. (Iowa State, Journal of the aouse of
Represen.tatives, 1849-50,. pp. 367 .... 368 e )
bIssue 2. Nay on a motion by McFar1and, to take S.. F .. 61 UA
Joint Resolution on New Territories fi and to m.ake
it the special order of the day, in Committee of
the tihole House. This would place the bill be-
fore the Whole House for discussion hut does not
take the bill from the table for a third vote as
it is still technically in committee. Yea-27,
Nay-IO.. (Iowa State, Journal of the I1'ouse of
Representa.tives, 1849-50,. p. 367.)
Map 3
voting in the House on S.F .. 61, a bill t.o prohibit
Federal involvement in a1.1owing spread of
slavery int.o the territ.ories
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Table 3
"1\ Bill
into
to Prohibit the. Immigration of Free N [sic]
This State." Scale of Legislative Ac:iros on
the Bill in the Iowa State House of ons
Representatives, ISSI.
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X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
Eliphalet Price W
Abner U. McCrary W
Peyton Wilson 0
Andrew Gamble W
David Bunker W
Abraham Updegraff W
George C. Allender 0
Chauncy Dibble D
Isaac M. Preston 0
Smith Hamill D
John E. Goodenow D
E. s~ McCullouch D
John Thompson D
Adolphus Salmon D
William Harper D
Charles Negus D
Gilman Folsom 0
Ruben Riggs 0
Lysander Babbitt 0
Theophilus Crawford D
A. K. Eaton D
Hugh Gildea D
Edwin Guiberson D
John Parvin D
Samuel Riggs 0
George Temple 0
Joseph H. Flint D
R. R. Harbour D
William HauD D
William Jacobs 0
Andrew Major D
Thomas McCulloch D
Moses Robinson D
Laurel Summers D
Goodwin Taylor 0
Richard Wychoff D
Coefficient of Reproducibility f:ll
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Note: D=Democrat, W=Whig, YaYea, N=Nay, O=:oot voting.
aISsue 1. Y-;a on a motion by Gcnnbl.e If ••• to refer to a com-
m.1tteeof one with. instructions not to report at
the present. session. II Yeas-14, Nays-2l. (Iowa
State, Journal of the House of Representa:tives
3ro. LegIslative Assembly 1850-51, p. 275.) ,
bIBaus 2. Yea ona motion by Hami1l to amend by st.riking
out a.part of seotion.t.wo.requiring the jailing
of free negros (sio) " ••• to the jail of the county
or the nearest one thereto, until suoh fine and
costs are.paid (two dOl1ars.a day.for each day
they remain in the state after being given
notice to leave) or unt.il he will consent to leave
the state; provided, it shall be ascertained that
he or she is unable to pay such fine and costs. II
Yeas-7, Nays-28. (Iowa State, Journal of the
House of ReEresent~tives, 3rd Legislative
Assebmly laSO-5f, p. ~75.)
Clssue 3. Yea on a motion by Riggs to move the previous
question which was 1I •••wi l l the House strike out
all after the enacting clause." Yeas-14, Nays-21.
(Iowa State, Journal of the House ofRepres~nta­
tives, 3rd LegIslatIve AsseiiiEly, 1850-51, p. 299.)
dIssue 4. Nay on the qu.es.tion sha11 t.he bill paas , Yea-20,
Nay-IS.. (Iowa State, Journal of the House of
ReJ2resentatives, 3ro LegIslatIve A.ssarnbly, 1850-51,
p. 299.)
eISsue 5. Nay on a motion by Price to change the title of
the bill prOhibiting. the immigration of free
negros (sic) into the state to, "an act of the
General Assembly of the State of Iowa, .dec~aring
in certain cases, so much of the const:1tut10n of
this state as reads, fa]'l men are by nature free
and independent and have certain un<:li;nable
rights, among which are those of enJoY1og and.de-
fending life and liberty, acquiring, possessing
and protectinq property and pursuing and obtaining
safety and happiness .. '" Folsom moved to lay the
amended title on the table which lost Yea-15,
Nay-19. (Iowa State, Jo~rnalrof ~heHousel§;O 51Represe~tatives, 3rd LegIslat1ve sessIon, -,
p , 300.'
gIseue 7.
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Yea on a motion by Gamble "That the sum of five
thousand dollars be and is hereby annually
appropriated to The American Coloni:t';ation Society
for the purpose of oolonizing the free blaoks of
this state on the west coast; of Africa, and the
auditor of the state 1s hereby authorized and
required to audit and draw a warrant on the
treasurer for the same .. U Yeas-9, Nays-26. (Iowa
State, Journal of the House of Re2resentatives,
3rd LegISlatIve sessIon, 1850-51, p. 298 .. '
Map 4.
voting in the House on a Bill to prohibit the
Il'l:'In'tigrat:i.on of free Neg-ros into the state
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Table 4
"A Bill to. probibit..tha Immigration of. Free NegX'os
into the State. Soale of Legislatlve Aotions ~:iC]
the Bill in the Iowa St.ate Senate, 1851.
Senator Party Score
John Cook
Norman Everson
JohnT. Morton
George Wright
Nathan Baker
John Selman
John B. Spees
Nathan Sales
Enos Lowe
Alger Freeman
Phineas Casady
Thomas Espy
Henry Hendershott
George Hepner
John Bowell
William Leffinqwell
John G. Shields
Joseph Lowe
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Note: D=Demoorat, W=Whig, Ot=absent and not voting
aISsue:l... Yea on a motion by Baker to indefinitely postpone
the bill. Yeas-7, Nays-ll. (Iowa State, Journal
of the Senate, 1850-51, po 267 .. )
bIssue 2. Nay on a motion by Howell on the question of
passage. Yeas-9, Nays-7. (Iowa State, Journa~
of the .Sena.te, 1850-51, p .. 295.)
Map 5
voting in the Senat.e on a. Bill to prohibit
Immigration of free Negros into the State
[]
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Table 5
A Scale of Voting Behavior on S .. It'.. 20 Allowing Ne.gros to
Give Evidence in Trials Involving White
Senate, 6t.h Legislative ASSembly. S.
Senators Part.y Score
Jairus Neal
James O. Test
ttl. A. Thurston
David Brigham
William Coolbaugh
Exum McCullough
James Ramsey
William Stewart
Henry Trimble
John Warner
Joseph Birge
Lyman Cook
Samuel Dale
George Wilkinson
William Loughridge
Dan Anderson
Jeremiah Atkins
Aaron Brown
Henry Carter
Jonathan Cattell
H. T. Cleaver
Charles Foster
Josiah Grinell
William Hamilton
James Hagin
Jeremiah Jenkins
James C. Jordan
Samuel Kirkwood
Julius Matthews
George ~JicCoy
Abner McCrary
M. L. McPherson
William Reed
Alvin Saunders
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Coefficient of Reproducibi1ity=
Note: DI\l!lDemocrat, KN=Kansas-Nebraska, R=Republican,
Ocabsent and not voting
brssue 2.
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Nay on a motion by Neal to indefinitely postpone
S.F .. 20 allowing Blacks to give .evidence. Yea-12,
Nay-19.. (Iowa. State, Journal of the House of
ReRresentatives, 1956-57, p .. §4 .. ) Q
Y·ea on a call to have 'the third reading of the
bill on the following day. Yeas-21, Nays 13.
(Iowa State, Journal of the House of Representa-
tive.s, 1856-57, p .. 94.)
Yea on the question of final passage in the
Senate. Yea-19, Nays-13. (Iowa State, Journal of
the House of Representativ!s, 1956-57, pp .. lo", 108.)
Nay on a motion by Neal to offer a substitute
title to the bill, itA bill for an act to equalize
the White, the black and the mongrel raoes."
Kirkwood oalled for a reoord of the vote. Yeas-),
Nays-29. (Iowa State, Journal of the House 0·£
Representatives, 1856-57, p , 108.)
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Miners' B.. Uk. Ch.a.. rter R.ep. eal. Soale .10 m .•
H..•. ···fR···· I~LKn~~ause 0 epresentat..1ves, 1843-1944 J I
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Hardin Nowlin
Abner Hackleman
John Johnson
John Wright
Josiah Bonney
Ed Fay
William Thompson
Robert Smyth
Thomas Rogers
George McCleary
John Culbertson
Samuel Borland
Thomas Baker
John Brophy
James Carleton
Joseph Roberts
John Foley
James Wray
James Brierly
George walworth
Paton Wilson
William Steele
H. Rooo
G. c. R. Mitchell
Alfred Hebard
James Grimes
Coefficient
Note: Dt:=Democrat, ti<J'eWhig, NI':ll:Nay, Y=Yea, O=absent or not
voting.
a Issue 1 .. Yea on a motion by Haokleman t.o amend NO.1,
H. R. File, II repeal of the charter of the. Miners I
Bank of Dubuque" by insertinq the.fo1lowJ.n g after
the enacting clause; . f!Th~t the Stockholders of
the Miners' Bank of Dubuque, be and they are
. for allhereby required to redeem and pay specne . .•
notes issued by said bank, that may be presented
at their counter within thirty days after the
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passage of this act, and continue at all times
thereafter to pay specie when called for, and if
they refuse so.tO.do, then said charter shaill be
wound. up according to .. the provisio·ns of this act
"Provided, That unless the stockholders of •
said bank shall within thirty days after the
passage of this act, mortgage to the Territory of
Iowa, four hundred. thousand dollars worth of real
estate, lying .and being situated in the Territory
of Iowa, which shall be valued at a fair value,
to secure the payment of the notes that are, or
may be hereafter issued by said bank, and that
the judge of the Third. JUdicial District have
power, . and it is hereby made his dU'ty to appoint
three disinterested Commissioners to value said
land under oath, to the best of ~'leir judgment,
who shall take and receive said mortqage in the
name of the Territ.ory of Iowa, and that they have
'the same made a matter of record in the Recorder's
Office of 'the Coun'ty of Dubuque, in said Terri-
tory, and 'that said bank pay all charges for the
same, and further, it shall be the duty of said
COlTh.'nissioners, to examine into the affairs o·f
said bank, and report to the said JUdge every
three months. n Yeas-4, Nays-21.. IO\'1a Territory,
Journal of the House of Representatives, 6th
Legislative Assembly, 1843-44, p. 75.
°IBeue 2. Yea on a motion by Hackleman to amend a motion
by Grimes. Grimes moved that No .. 1, H.R. File,
"repeal of the charter of the Miners' Bank of
Dubuque , n be amended by inserting after the
enacting clause 'the following (essentiallY,a new
bill): First, the bank Should. resume specl.e
payment8 within. thirty days .after the passage of
the bill: second, that in case of fail,:re.~o
comply with the first provision, the Dl.strl.ct
Attorney should sue out a writ of qqo ~arran~o
against the bank and prosecute the same to .ll.nal
judgment 1 third, provision was made .. that in case
the bank did resume and afterward at any time
failed to pay its "legal liabilities,in gOlo."and
silver coin, it shall be the imperatl.veduty~f
the District Attorney to proceed as directed i
the second section... .. . d th . motion of
Hackleman atte~Ptedft~ ~~:~se s:bstantiallY
Grimes by the addit on 0·· ... Lause" (see Issue
the same as the II land mortgage c . .... ..• Iowa
1) brought up bef'ore.Yeas-5, Nays-20.
Territory, Journal of the House, p. 76.
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Nay on a mot.ion by Nowlin: f'Whereas
1:.10n has been received, that there a~ei~:o~a-
c.ircula.tion in t.he,·.cou."nt.ies of Dub''U'N .' JW n
. d t M i' '1, . -:aue ,. 'acksonan. .eo. r entora s to. t.. he Legislatu e·l· 'i
t · ....h Db' B k' " ,. reat ve
. 0 '" e. u uque an., Therefore Resolved the
Bill ~ o , 1, H. R. File] be laid on the table
unti1Jan. ,2 next year [1844] .. I'. Yeas-13· N -12
Iowa Territory, Journal of the House, P .. ' 28~YS . •
Nay on t.he question of whether to aocept amend-
ments to No.. 1,B.R. File, "repeal of the oharter
Of., the l'Uners l . Bank Of. Dubuque, II proposed by the
Council (amendments. substituted specie resumption
for repeal). Yeas-II, Nays-loll. Iowa Territory,
Journal of the House, p. 122.
Yea on a motion by Roqers that No. 1, H.R. File
(just returned by the Council), "be laid on the
table until Tuesday, January 30, [18441." Yeas-14,
Nays-lO.. Iowa Territory, Journal of the House,
pp. 115-16 ..
Nay on the question of passage of Grimes's amend-
ment to No.1, H.. R. File, nrepeal of the charter
of the IJliners I Bank of Dubuque. II Grimes's
amendment read as follows: First, the bank
should reswne specie payments within thirty days
after the passage of the bill; second, that in
case of failure to comply with the first provision,
the District Attorney should sue out a writ of
quo warranto against the bank and prosecute the
same to fInal jUdgment; third,. provision was made
that in case the bank did resume a11d afte:t::"W'ard
at any time failed to pay its "legal liabilities
in gold and silver coin, it shall be the impera-
tive duty I' of the District Attorney to proceed as
directed in the second section. Johnson moved
and Grimes accepted as a part of his amendment
the following: 'I I f the bank at any time hereafter,
refuses to redeem, in the legal coin of the United
States, all. its notes or liabilities, the person
holding such notes or liabilities, may proceed
against and collect the same out of the private
propert.; of the Stockholders of said Bank in the
same manner as individual debts are collect.ed
under the laws of the Territory .. It On the. whole
amendment: Yeas-a, Nays-11. Iowa Territory,
Journal of the Bouse, p. 19.
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Yea.ontha question of whether No.1, N.R. File,
tt a bill to rapea.l the charter of the Miners' Bank
of Dubuque, and. to prOVide for winding up the
affaire of the same," should pass. 'Yeas-Ie
T • ,Nays-1. IowaerrJ.tory, Journal of the House,
pp. 84-B5.
Yea on a motion by Rogers that No.1, U.R .. File,
ria bill to repeal the charter of the Miners'
Bank of Dubuque, and to provide for winding up
the affairs of the same, II be referred to a ccm-
mittee of the whole and be made the orderaf the
day for Monday next (another motion by Grimes
referring to the Judicia.ry Committee had been
made). Yeas-IS, Nays-7. Iowa Territory, Journal
of the House, p. 19.
Erling A. Erickson, Banking in Frontier Iowa 1836-
1865 (Ames: The Iowa Stat.e unIversIty Press, 1§"1),
PI? .-125-129 ..
'I'able 7
Miners· Bank Charter Repeal Scale, Iowa Territory, Council, 1843-1844
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Note: D=Democrat, W=Whig, N=Na~", Y=Yea.
aISsue 1. Nay on a motion by Teas to lay No .. 1, H.R. File, "a bill to repeal the
charter of the ~Uners i Bank of Dubuque, and to provide for winding up the
affairs of the same,tt on the table until July 4th next (1844) .. Yeas-9,
Nays-3. Iowa Territory, Journal of the Council, 6th Legislative Assembly,
1843-44, p •. 105. f-'
r-.J
f-'
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bIssue 2. Yea on a motion by Leffl.er to amend Springer's motion (Springer moved to
strike out the titl.e of No .. I, H.. R .. File, and insert instead "a bill rela-
tive to the 14iners' Bank of Dubuque") by inserting the following: "A Bill
to legalize the suspension and to resuscitate the ~tinera' Bank of Dubuque .. "
Yeas-3, 10.. Iowa Territory, Journal of the Council, p .. 96 ..
asue 3.. on the ques.t.ion of whether No .. 1, H.R. File, as amended by the Council,
should pass. Yeas-IO,. Nays-3. Iowa Territory, Journal of the Council,
• 95-96.
dISBue 4. Nay on the motion by Springer t.o amend a motion by L·effler.. Leffler moved
to insert in t.he third section of No .. 1, H.. R.. File (as amended by Council),
the following: "That the Cashier of the said Bank shall include in the
report aforesaid, a statement containing the names of the stockholders,
the n~~er of their respective shares, and their respective places of resi-
dence, and such statement: shall be prima facie evidence of their liability
in all cases." Sprinqer moved to amend Leffler's motion by striking out
all a.fter the ,!;'\lord n residence. tf Springer I s motion approved: Yeas-B,
Iowa. Territory t Journal of the Council, p , 91 ..
erssue 5. Yea on a motion by Leffler to amend Gehon's amendment (see Issue 8) by
adding the followinq: "Provided also, That the said Bank on or before the
expiration of one year, shall pay the sum of ten thousand dollars as a
bonus to the Territory." Yeas-5, Nays-8. Iowa Territory, Journal of the
Council, p. 83.
fIssue 6. Yea on the motion by. Gehon t.o amend No.1, H.R. File, by adding the fol-
IOitl!ng as an add! tional section: .t Sec. • That the stockholders of said
Bank, before she commences business, shall give to the Territory of Iowa,
real estate to the amount of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, to be
held as a security to the note holders of said institution, i.n case of a
suspension of specie payments, or violation of any kind; said real estate I-'
N
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to be va1.ued, recEdved and he1d under the direction of the Governor of
Iowa Territory. .. Ye.as-S, Nays-8.. Iowa Territory" iJournal of the Council,
P .. 81.
SSlle 7. Yea on the motion by Leffler to amend a motion by Wallace.. Wallace moved
to indefinitely postpone No .. 1, H.. R.. File (as amended by Council) .. Leffler
amend l\l'allace' s motion by laying said bill upon the table until
next.. Yeas-5 , Nays-7.. Iowa Territory, Journal of the Council,
.. 8 83.
hIssue 8.. on a motion by Cook to amend a motion by Gahon.. Gehon moved to amend
No .. 1 # II.. R. (as by Council), by adding the following as an ad-
ditional section~ nSe c • .• Provided also, that if the said Bank shall
at any into thIs Territory any notes of other Banks, and in
'f,'lay vend same, of a less denomination than five. dollars,. or notes
s that is not equally as good as specie in Dubuque, where the
is located, her charter shall be forfeited and t.heir affairs settled
as hereinbefore provided for." Cook moved to amend t.he amendment by striking
nor notes of any size that is not equally as good as specie in Dubuque,
where the Bank is located .. " Yeas-7, Nays-6. :rowa Territory, Journal of
Council, p .. 82 ..
iIssue 9. Nay on an amendment. to No.1, H.. R.. File, reported back by a select com-
mittee (Teas, Gehon, and il\1allace).. The amendment was to strike out in the
line of the fourth section the words "President, directors and" and
to insert in the third line of t.he same section after the word "estates l !
words lIto the amount of their respective shaies e, " Yeas-7, Nays.-6.. IO'wa
Territory, Journal of the Council, pp.90-9l ..
jIssue 10. Yea on a motion by Gahan to amend No.1, H.. R. File (as amended by Council),
by adding the following section: II Sec. • That the President,. Directozrs
i-"
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and Stockholders of said Bank shall be liable to the note holders in
their individual estates, and in case a failure to pay specie at all
times, shall be liable to be sued and recovered from at all times and
places wherever they may be found .. u Yeas-B, Nays-5.. Iowa Territory,
Journal of the Council, p .. 81 ..
lace to indefinitely postpone No.. 1, H.R. File ..
Iowa Territ.ory, Journal of the Council, pp. 82-83 ..
Source: Erling A .. Erickson, Bankin;f in Frontier Iowa 1836-1865 (Ames: The Iowa
State University Press, 1911), pp .. 128-129. .
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